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12080. By Mr. R01.tget.-Have you had any experience with thrip 1-Yes; we had a very b~d
attack of thrip two years ago. When t~e thnp
has once made its appearance, I do not thmk any
spray is a remedy; it creeps inside the bud, and
does the damage before the bud is opened, and no
spray will do any good. Any remedial measures
should be taken before the blossoms have commenced forming.
12081. Would it be effective, seeing that the
thrip propagates so quickly 1-1 think' so. Wi~h
all insect..'l, the rate ?f propagation is so rapId
that everyone you kIll saves an enormous possible number from reproduction.
12082. By Mr. Hogan.-As to bitter pit, would
it not be easy to prove whether the fruit cells had
collapsed or not by microscol:'ical examination 1That is what Mr. McAlpine claims to have done.
12083. If that is so, and it is caused by insufficiency of sap~ the other theory, that as the tree
gets older it gets more difficult for the sap to travel
up the tree, would more aggravate than allevi~te
the trouble ~--;Mr. McAlpine's statement IS:
"When there is excessive moisture, and the enlargement of the pulp cells is too rapid to allow
the vascular net to be formed regularly, then,
whenever the supply fails, the cells will ultim'ately
collapse and die. But when. there is insufficient
moisture to enable the conducting tissue to supply
all the cells towards the periphery, then a similar
result will follow."
12084. By Mr. Warde.-Iil other words, it
bursts the cells or insufficient~y nourishes them 1He does not say it bursts t.hem; but they grow: so
rapidly that they get separated off. I do not thmk
he has got all the evidence that is desirable for
the support "of his theory.
12085.
Mr. Hogm~.-Mr. Nicholls" contends
that, as the tree gets older and more twisted, and
the veins become more closed, the tendency to
bitter pit deereases1-Yes:
12086. That is a complete contradiction of the
other theory 1-No; the rate of access of water is
better regulated.
12087. When was bitter pit first observed in
this country 1-1 ,tbink it 'was first discovered by
Dr. Cobb in 1895.
12088. Was it known ill other countries before
thab1-Yes. I do not remember the date, but
many years ago it was described, not under the
name of bitU7r pit, but the same disease undoubtedly.
12089. Who christened it bitter pit ~-Dr.
Cobb.
12090. Is it called bitter pit in all other countries 1-No; in America they call it Baldwin fruit
spot disease, and in some countries they call it
"brown spot."
12091. Do you know the disease in Tasmania
known as die:back 1-The word "die-back" here
may mean anything. A .man gef,s the tips of his
trees dying back, and he calls it die-back. It mav be
anything. It may b~ a violent, attack of black
spot in the early spring.
12092. In your opinion, is there any connexion
between die-back and bitterpit1-None whatever.
12093. ·What is yoii~ own opinion of bitter'
pit 1-1 think it is connected absolutely and essentially with the flow of sap, whether it actually
causes c01lapse. or causes burstine-. or both. I have
not decided. I have not had sufficient time·.
12094. You do not think it is fibreY-No; I
think it is caused by sap in some way.
.
12095. Would it be any use for all the patho.
logists of the different States to be brougut ,to·
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gether, and' argue it out among themselves 1-1
think it would be a good thing for the pathologists to meet- in conference.
12096. Would it be better for them to work
out their experiments singly first 7-1 think it
would be a good thing for them to come together.
at this juncture. It is. much n:o~e .difficu.lt to
come to a conclusion WIth phYSIOlogICal dIsease
than a fungus. I think it would be adv~s3;ble
for the pathologists to meet together. I thI.nk a
body of men like that are more capable of JudgIner whether the evidence is of value or not.
120!:l7. Have you any confidence in the theory
that it is more effective to try and produce apple
. stocks that will be immune from bitter pit than
to conduct thooo experiments.
You say Yaws'
stock is practically 'immune-would it be more
practical for the orchardists to grow Yates apples.
Far more practical.
b098. Is that the only apple you reckon immune 1-No; there are t,hree or four of those
that are practically immune.
.
12099. Would it be possible for the pathologists
to p:rpduce a stock that is absolutely immune 1None' of them are doing that, that I know..
.
12100. Is it outside the scope of their activitie!d-N 0; but I do not think they have much
bope of success, until they decide more definitely
what are the factors producing bitter pit. If you
are to get a stock that is free, you must know
what you are going to aim at· in looking for such
a stock..
.
. .
12101. By."1lr. Warde.-You said bitter pit was
generally found where spraying had been useddo . you know of any bitter. pit where there has
heen no spraying 1-Mr. McAlpine, in his first
report, refers to several cases of that .kind.
12102. Is it not a fact that the pOIsons can be
taken' up from the soil without being put there
by 'spraying--':that they may 00 taken up in the
sap ~-I do not think so. There are very few
soils that have got natural poisons.
12103. Are there &Dme cases where bitter pit
Itas been developed where there has been nO'spraying at allY"':'"Y eS.
12104. If Professor Ewart's theory is correct,
it could be taken up from the soil1-Not neco's".
sarily; the roots of a plant always exercise a selective action; it can decide what it will take in and
what it will not:12105. You are aware t.hey bave created by
inoculatian a disease in the apple, a disease that
cannot be separated, in the opinion of experts,
from bitter pit 1-Yes.
~21Q6. Have you seen any of those inoculations 1-1 have not.
. 12107. Do you know that in France experiments have been made with an apple tree where
there was no bitter pit, and the apples grown
upon that tree,' until it was treatea with the
poisOns, were free, -but after it was treated the
tree had bitter pit next season 1-N0 j I have not
seen that.
.
12108.' Is' not that corroborative of Professor
Ewart's' theory ?......:.Yes; it is corrohorative, no
doubt, but I would like the apples to be examined
for two or three years: It is quite possible for a.'
tree to produce a. crop of apples one year quite'
free, and next year to have the bitter pit. As
the tree gets older it has a tendency to eliminate
the pit. PerwnaIly, I do not think bitter pit is
dU'e to a poison.
12109. You spoke 'of the men with small gardens not being subjected to sufficient control or
inspection-what are .your powers here under the
law.. Cannot an inspector .entir any place wherE>
fruit trees are growing!~":YeSj he.' can do that

now.
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result would more than compensat~ the Government for the outlay. The cost of fumigation is
12111. He; can order a man to'~ get rid of. a only the storage.
disease, or treat it himseIf, or order the tree to be
12123. It would have to be done in a central
remov~ ~-Yes.
,
place ?-Yes, where the cases go from. i am
12112. AU the protection the law can give is strongly of opinion that right throughout Aushere1-Yes.
'
tralia there should be uniformity in cases. The
12113. It is simply a matter for the Depart- Imperial bushel, half bushel, and bushel and ll.
ment to apply1-Yes.
.
.
half for pines and bananas should be uniform. I
12114. Have they appli~ it1~Yes.
have been struck with the necessity for this during
12115. Have you been in consultation with Mr. my recent visit to Victoria, where cases of all
McAlpine about this bitter pit 1-1 have met him sizes and colours, clean and dirty, are used. We
here, and in Melbourne, and I have 'written to are endeavouring to obviate that in New South
him.'
'
Wales, owing to the recent Act authorizing the
12116. He is acting under the auspices of the uniformity of cases. On the question of packing,
Federal Government 1-Yes.
I have mentioned grading' as absolutely necessary,
12111. Has he corresponded by circular with and upon one end of th6 case a guarantee of the
your Department asking for jnfonnation as tQ contents, and alongside that a stencil showing the
what has been done1-Yes; he goes to our or- grower's name-not the shipper nor the agent.
chards to carry out some of his experiments j any- My ren:son for that is that you can trace immething we know is put at his disposal.
diatelv the grower if the fruit should be diseased
12118. So without having a formal conference or not packed according to the grading.
you have an informal conference as to bitter pit 1
12124. You would prevent any re-packing~
-Yes. Mr. McAlpine is very wedaedto his Yes, in that way. Where re-packing takes place
theory, and until he has reached finality, I have by either the agent or the retail distributor, then
not criticised his theory. l' have suggested lines that case should bear the name of the agent or
upon which he might work, but that is all.
distributor. You want to follow that case, becauSe, unless some provision is made, the distriThe witness withdrew.
butor may send away some other person's fruit.
What you want is to know that the fruit has been
properly graded and packed according to quality.
Thomas J essep, examin!ld.
That would obviate the topping that gencrally
takes place, and would make it easy to trace the
121l9. By the Ohairman.-Wllat are you~ delinquent.
-Chairman of the New South Wales Fruit Ex'12125; Would you recommend to have nacking
change and President of the~ Fruit Merchants'
, or grading houses in the district, or would you
Association.
. .
prefer the grower to do it ?-I have visited sheds
12120. Have you any statement, to make
in Victoria and Tasmania, and I do not believe
Upon the 'question of production, I have bee,n in- in the methods adopted there. I rather prefer'
terested in the fruit trade the greater part 'of my that instructions should be given fu the growers
life, and I have always laid down as a salient prin· to pack at home, poip.ting out what grading :nea~s
ciple to guide producers that they should ;first to them, and, being graded properly, the frmt Will
as<)ertain the condition of the soil where they are. always command a fair price on account of t~e
going to have the orchard by having it analyzed, grading alone. As~a matter of fact, buyers mIl
and, having ascertained that, to purchase well- ask long before a consignment reaches you, I( Is
known stock. so as to avoid complications that there any fruit of such and sllch a brand arrivarise through a very large percentage of inferior ing," and they will nurchase it, according to the
fruits having labour and time unn~cessarily spent grading. I have purchased orchards' absolutely
upon them. That implies that they must be par- on the name of the grader. I have purchased
ticular in the stocks that they plant, and invari- orchards without going into the orchard, having
ably f,rom two sources, either from nurserymen 01' full confidence in the packer. Others I carefully
orchardists who have their own nurseries: In avoid, and I have found that those fruits coming
my jlldgment, the orchardists are preferable.
with the brand of the grower are the most re-'
12121. By },fro ROllget.-'You recommend the liable, and I· always demand that the grower's
varieties suitable to a particular locality ~-Yes; name must be on the cases, because it is his fruit
different soils and climates grow different 89rts of that I am selling.
fruit. Tasmania has four or five varieties of
12126. You think the growers should be in-.
apples; Victoria has aboui six varieties, either. for structed to do this theIl'\selves?-Yes, instead of '
market or export. In New South Wales, having having the packing ,sheds, which means the
such a variety of climatic conditions, you' have growers have to bring their fruit in from a long
about ten varieties of apple. Then comes the distance, and the fruit has to be turned out and
question of packing prior to market; it is essen- go through the process of grading, which in itself
tial that ~rading should be observed, and the is not the best method for a·pples. . It might do
quality of the fruit set out; all cases tobenew, or, for citrus fruits, but not for apples and pears;
if at any time used more than once, they should but the Government, through their experts, con- .
be thoroughly fumigated before being allowed't@ vening a meeting of growers, could give them debe sent to any orchard. My oxperience has taught monstrations of two days, pointing ont what gradme that the propagati0l1 of diseas y is largely the ing really means to thein, and .how to do it. Any
result of cases which have been stored fo1' some practical man can giv\'l those demonstrations, so
considerable time, and become a refuge for" the that any fruit-grower would know that all the expropagation of pests. Fumigation will obviate pense of the grading establishment would be saved.
-he will have that in his pocket. To build up a
that danger.
",
12122. Would there be.l)1uch cost inthat?-No; grading establishment means two things that ought
I think it would pay theJ}overnment to do that. to be avoided; first, the bringing in of fruit from
without any expense to the 'grower, because 'the' long ~,distances; second, the maintenance of the
12110. You have all the power you .require!-

Yes.
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establishment.
There is a magnificent one at
Spreyton, started by a company of growers, but
now I believe it is in other hands, and all the expense of that establishment has to be kept up by
the growers, whereas by practical demonstrations
in each district each grower would soon become an
expert himself, which he sh~uld be. Take the
Hon. J. A. Jensen. He gr01VS fruit on the Tamar,
and his family packs the fruit, with the result that
his fruit is placed on the market without going
through this grading establishment paraphernalia,
and his children take an interest in it. That is
adopted generally on the Tamar, with the result
that the bulk of the growers on the Tamar are
practical producers, and their fruit is in greater
demand than the fruit from the south of Tasmania. On the question of marketing-markets
can be conducted either municipally or by private
enterprise, subject to all the conditions of the
Health Department, and !llso the municipal authorities. That obtains in Sydney-marketing in'
the Fruit Exchange is conducted in this way,
being essentially a community of fruit-growers,
agents, and two or three who are not immediately
connected with the fruit; the method is that the
fruit-grower takes stands or stalls at a fixed rental;
the charges are, all of a very low standard. On
the one stand the fruit-grower may bring in eight
or ten loads of fruit, 'for which 'he pays the sum
of Is. for the use of the stand, and no further
dues; that is, where the grower is selling his own
fruit. Where the agent represents ten, fifteen,
twenty, or even, as in our case, over 100 growers,
who prefer that their agent should handle their
fruit rather than dispose of it themselves, he is
charged a rental space, and he can handle for 100
fruit-growers 1,000 loads of fruit on the same
space with no other cost to those fruit-growers
than his ordinary charges of commission.
12127., By the Chairman.-Have yon any objection to tell the rental ?--N o. We reckon we
can save thousands of pounds, because the whole
of the proceeds are divided among the fruitgrowers and agents who are shareholders.
12128. What is the charge for a stand ?-One
shilling per day, and on that stand the fruitgrower can sell up to ten or more loads of fruit a
day without any further charge. There are no
quarterly rents.
12129. By, ..Mr. Hogan.-How many market
days are there in a week ?-Every day, except
Sunday.
12U10. By the Chairman.-IIow do you allot
the',stands-has one man the right to a stand?The ,moment he takes it.
12131. There is a fresh lease every morning?Yes; it is not his stand except during his occupancy. As a rule, those men are regularly there,
and when a new man comes, along we have to
make other provision, but we never reject a grower
for any man. If you are a grower, and take
No.1, anfl a fruit merchant came from Vic·
toria, and wanted to open here, we would never
take the stand fr()m you-he would have to get
accommodation somewhere else in the Exchange.
12132. By ..Mr. H6gan.-What do the municipal
authorities charge ~-Ten shillings a week for not
quite the same space.
12133. How much space do you provide; is it
enough to get 11 waggon or cart in?-We never
allow any cart in; they are all done by trucks.
The carts drive up on all four sides.
121:34. What is the area of the stall that you
give for ,68. 'a week 1-1 cannot say from memory.

12135. Would they be 10 feet square 1-'-It
might be that, perhaps more. We could get 3s. a
day iLwe vlOuld take it, but we will not.
12136. By the Chairman.-How many tenants
have you got ?-Probably 100.
12137. What are they?-All connected with the
fruit trade. Our place is composed of stands
and stalls, with no market dues, except Is. a day.
12138. You put up the fittings1-No" they
put up their own fittings-we give them the
stands fr£e. The great point in the market is.
there are no market dues charged to anybody; all
that we charge the grower is that he pays Is. a
day while h€1 has occupation.
We frequently
have growers during the peach season who sell
eight and ten loads a day. On the question of
distribution-there a.re two or three ways of doing that. The first is-can the grower distribute his own fruit; if he can he has to make all
the arrangements necessary. That is being done
to a fairly large extent now. Some groweirs are
finding markets in diffe·renb parts of the State .
instead of sending them to Sydney, they send
them to local' towns. Then where the grower
sends his fruit to be disposed of by an agent, the
agent, can only sell according to the well-known
law of supply and demand. ,The market is made
by the purchaser, not by the agent-purchasers
come in-there are several classes; there is what
is called the exporter, who purchases in, large
quantities. He has invariably. the first call; the.
next is the country storekeeper, the man who
purchases for distribution in diffe,rent parts of
the State. The next is the class of what we call
the shopkoopers; then there is the dealer, who
invariably comes in for the refuse. In the open
ma,rket all the produce from growers of every
description is open to the purchase of those four
purchasers. Then there is the household class-the family man or woman. In the Fruit Exchange ou"r fruit is open for all those purcha5ers-the ex:porter can buy largely, and the householder
can go any hour of the day and purchase a case
or half a case of fruit. That is very largely
availed of in our market, 'and I think more largely
availed or in the other market, on account of its
being more of a retail market. The New South
Wales Fruit Exchange is essentially a wholes "tIe ,
ma;rket. and does not cater so much for household requirements, but household requirements
can be met there if desired at any time, and
arrangements have been mad~ by the local carriers
to distributt; all cases of fruit, if purchased, for
the price of 6d. a case to tihe house. On the question of preservation-there are two methods, one
is the household preservation. In my judgment,
fruit is produced at such low prices as to warrant
every householder becoming preserver, but they
will not do it; the next is by combinations, euch_
as the jam manufacturers and the prM9rving es·
tablishments of the State. I h'ave no hesitation
in saying that at the present time the Products
now being put up in New South Wales, VictDria,
Tasmania. and South Australia are not only of a,
high quality, but have been the means of "raventing the large introductions that hav" hitherto
obtained with oversea supplies; the quality compares more than favorably' with any product
which has at any time reached Ausbralia, more
particularly our jams and preserves. On that
point I believe that every tin should go out with
a full pound. I think those little figures which
are inserted are very misleading; a mali purchases
what he thinks is a pound of jam, and he finds he
has only 13 or 14 ounces.
12139. By Mr. Rouget.-Is there any objection
to that on the part of manufacturers'1-Ye-s, but
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I think common sense ought to dictate that Hie
whole method of giving the public confidence is
giving them what they purcha~. On the q~estion
of cold storage, I am strongly m favour of It. A
shipment of Japan oranges reached me to-daythat fruit has been subjected to cold storage, and
has arrived in the magnificent condition that you
see it. No doubt that fruit has been'off the trees
since October or N ovem ber last.
12140. By Mr. Snowball.~Have any conditions
to be observed in bringing fruit back to a normal
state after cold storage ~-The arresting stages
are complete as far as citrus fruits are concerned.
The methods of packing in Japan are very crude
at present, but they will be improved shortly.
We have not a naval orange now in New South
Wales that is sweet, but this fruit is fit to eat.·
When it is clipped the fruit sweats and closes
everyone of its own cells hermetically.
That
fruit was just the same when it was put into the
cases as at the time it was arrested.
12141. It !Vas not packed green and allowed to
ripen '-No, if that fruit was picked g-reen it
would nevecr ripen. It is the same with t.he
apple, that is why there have been so many failures with Tasmanian fruit--the fruit was nicked
in a green stage. I recommend, what is now
generally adopted in Victoria-the cold chambers
there are established in large centres whell'e fruit
is produced, by the combination of growers, and
the value of cold storage has been abundantly
proved, more partic'uliirly by Victoria. The question of pea:rs keeping and being placed upon the
market to the advantage of growers has been
abundantly demonstrated.
Fru.it picked and
marketed at the tiime of picking scarcely realized
the £lost of handling, but by the adoption of the
cool-storage process, magnificent results have been
achieved. If that fruit had been sold in the early
stages it would have brought 5s.; by the adoption
of cool processes it brings from lOs. to 14s. and
158. a case.
.
12142. By Mr. Snowball.-I8 that 15s. local
price ~-No, where they send it. Pears can only
be absorbed to a certain extent in the home market~·· and the €xported fruit goes out to where it
CanllOt be obtained otherwise.
12143. The handling costs about 5s. ¥-Perhaps
it does. Taking cold storage-from America last
year we had probably 200,000 cases of fruit deliyered here in good condition; they were apples
and pears. They arxived in perfect condition,
and they realized 17s. and 18s. a case.
12144. By the ChaJrman.-Do you know anything about the· Holder-Shire conditions ¥-No, I
have heard that you have sent several trial shipments. I know one was good.
12145. You do not know anything about the
process 1-N0, I speak of cold storage generally.
It is an advantage to the grower, and· if the Government of your State would recommend the establishmeut of cold storage in large centres it
would be an advautage to the growers.
12146. By Mr.
Snowbalt.-The
associated
growers seem to prefer cool storage at the port
of export, and not at the growers' centre, because
of the risk of interruption to the process in
taking it to the port of exporU-Yes, the growers
of Tasmania Drefer it at the port of export.
12147. Would you strongly .recommend cool
storage at the centre of a distr~ct,
there is
not only the cool storage of fruit. but there IS
the preparation and preserving of pulp, which
can be kept in thOse cold storages without sendiw~
them down to a common centre. If you. send them
down to a common centre, it means tl!ose palces
hav~ to he controlled n;mnicipally or by ~riyate
enterprise, or by Government; If the Govern-

ment would undertake it, I think that would be
preferable. If I want to put 300 ot 400 cases
into cold storage I have to pay l~d. a case for the
first week, and 1d. a case next week, whereas if
the Government had a big scheme, or private
enteil'prise, with a well-regulated system of
charges probably a, large centre would be better
on accdunt of the better facilities for getting rid
of the fruit.
The witness withdrew.
I nq~!·iry

adjo~t1·1Ud.
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PreSent :'

Mr. PRENDERGAST. m the Chair;
Mr. Hogan,
Mr. Rouget,
lVlr. Mitchell,
Mr. Warde.
George \Vright, sworn and examined.
12.148. By the Chairrnan.-What are you~
Managing directo.r of Taylor Brothers Co-opera~ive Limited, Abbotsford, and Taylor Brothers
(Sydney) Limited, of Sydney.
.'
12149. Are yoU: conllected with any other or~
ganization or trust or combine in the jam trade 1
-------:N 0; the Sydney company were members of the
Jain Association of New South Wales; but we
have been expelled from that.
. .
12150 .. What for ~-Difference of opm1on. as
to weights. :The particulars of a certain report in
the Age were given by myself.
.
12151. What date "as that 1-Early in December, after the conference was held. My notes
of the previous conference show that the date·
that conference had to be held was the 3rd of December, so it would be probably the 4th or December that that report appeared in the Age.
12152. What was the difference oCopinion TAmotion. was introduced by representatives of
the J am Combine for a standardization of weights.
Notice had been given of this motion, according to
the notes I have here, at the previous conference,
and. at that time I made no comment. At the
December conference Mr. Henry· Jones, the
chairman and director of Henry Jones bo-operative Limit,ed, stated that he found the other factones had reduced their weights to 27 OZS. t() a
2 100. gross tiD or nominal tin, or a reputed tin,
and to 13 ozs. in a 1 lb. gross tin. He then referred to the fact that we were introducing on the
Victorian market a 16-oz. tin. I replied that we
were making a specialty of it. We w,ere selling
it in New Sout,h Wales, and were gomg to sell
it in Victoria. Then Mr. A. W. Palfreyman referred to the fact ·that our representatives were
!,ointing out that our 2-1b. gr?ss ~in. contained
greater weight than our competItors tl?-S .. I r~
plied to that. that I thought they were Justified If
we were giving more weight. He made a remark
that we were upsetting the trade.- I told the
members that whatever they decided to do in regard to the re~uction of weight w~ would ~e no
pa.rtyto it; wewould not interfere WIth our weIghts
;n the slightest manner, whatever conclusion they
C'l.me to; we would run our business in our own
way, whatever they did. The meeting got out of
hand then. There was a lot of warm talk, and
one ofl their representatives, named Boyce,--from
Sydney, told me to go to hell out of that,
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12153. What did he represent ~-One of ttie
combine factories-the Sydney branch of Henry
,Tones and Company Limited.
12154. Of which Mr. Palfreyman is the head 1
-As far as I know, there are five or six directors
in the Henry Jones Co-operative Limited; but,
as a. matter of fact, three men appear to run itPalfreyman, Ashbolt, and Jones.
12155. Mr. Boyce told you. to go to hen out
of thaU-Yesj there were a lot of other warm
remarks. I retaliated, and said I would please
myself. I would leave the meeting when it suited
me. If they did not like it, they could try and
put me out. They did not attempt that, so I
picked up my papers and went straight over to the
Age, and told them what had taken place. I gave
t~le report, and they.put the chairman up to practlC!j,JIy deny it. Going home in the express next
night withnim, he' did not say anything abou't it;
but I had the next day's paper sent to me, showing the denial. I may state that the chairman
of that meeting had been voted an honorarium
of £100 by the combine, to look after their interests in Brisbane amongst the merchants. I do
not know whether that affected his remembrance
of what took place in that conference. His name
is Burnard. He came down from Brisbane, representing the Brisbane merchants. I may state,
also, that at these conferences they take no
minutes; but, when anything important takes
place, as I know the men I have to meet, I take
rough minutes, and I have the rough minutes
here of what ocr.urred at that conference and the
previous conference. They are very rough, but
they are sufficient for my purpose.
12156. Will you gi"e us some extracts from
those minutes 1-The first note I have of the December conference of 1914 is that Mr. Henry
Jones moved, and Mr. Boultby seconded. the
motion. He is the manager of one of their Sydney factories--.Tohnson Brothers Limited. They
ha ve three factories in Sydney, under three different managing directors, as they call themJohnson Brothers Limited, Henry Jones and Company (Sydney) Limited, and the Peacock .Jpm
Company Limited. That particular business was
the late Mr. George Edwards'. The motion v.-as
that Mr. Burnard represent the southern jam
I have got notes
manufacturers in Brisbane.
here that I did not vote, knowing what was coming forward. I sat back, and did not vote.
12157. How was that disposed of 1"':"'-It was carried unanimously, except that I did not take part
in the discussion.
Then it was moved by Mr.
Jones, and seconded by Mr. N ossiter, the managing director of the Peacock Jam Factory,8ydney,
and secretary of the New South Wales Jam ManufacturerS! Association, that Mr .. Burnard be paid
£100 retaining fee. Mr. Burnard was the chairman of the conference. That was also carried,
myself not voting at all. The other Ilotes I have
are matters of detail, and refe~ to the fixing of the
Brisbane price at 10 per cent. on the landed cost.
That was moved by Mr. Jones, and seconded by
Mr. Palfreyman.
12158. By Air. Warcle.-What does that mean ¥
-That means that the price that the merchants
pay for the manufacture, plus the landed cost~
that is freight, wharfage, and cartage to their stoles
-would have 10 per cent. put -on t.o the retailers.
Supposing it cost .£1 per ton to land the stuff into
the stores, when fixing the price they would take
the cost f.o.b. Sydney, add £1 a ton, and put 10
per cent. on to that, to represent the price they
charged the retailer.
Mr. Burnar~'s business
was' to see that none broke away from tnat agreern~nt-that i~ wha~ he wai:! pajd th9 l'etainin~fl;1~

of .£100 for. The other 11.01 es I have here are
the terms of dale, demand,. draft, thirty days'
sight. I did not catch who moved or seconded
it j but it was resolved that certain terms be
charged; also a resolution was passed leaving the
adjustment of freight, &c., in Mr. Burnard's
hands.
That was moved by Mr. Jones, and
seconded by Mr. J. Boultby. Mr. Burnard had
to fix the sum to cover the freight, wharfage, and
cartage; he was practically in charge of all Queensland arrangements as representing the combine.
12159. By Air. Rouget.-These all refer only
to Queensland ~-Yes.
Then the next note :r
have is that the Rosella representative, Mr.
Andrews, moved, and it was seconded by Mr.
:ralfreyman, that any merchant persistently breakmg the arrangement be dealt with.
12160. By the Ghail'man.-What does that
mean Y-That if they persisted they would not get
supplies. It was Mr. Burnard's business to see
that they did uot break the arrangement, and if
they persisted he was to report to the ma,nufactUrers, who would not supply them ..
12161. By Air. Warrle.-Was that with jams'
or fruit i-Both; jam and canned fruit.
The
biggci'h trade is in jams.
12162. By the Ghail'1nan.-Anything that the
association dealt in ~-Yes. My next note is that
Mr. Henry .Tones introduced the matter of standardization of the weight of tins. Then I left
the meeting.
I have told you what happened.
I understand that they are going to deny this.
There .were fourteen of them to myself, and they
!lre gomg to deny persistently that any such discussion took place; so I brought over the
previous conference notes that I took from the
meeting. In that I have a note that Messrs. Ashbolt and Jones gave notice of a motion dealing
with the standardization of "eights for the Der.ember conference. That is on my June notest.hat is June, 1914. Mr. Ashbolt was not at the
December conference. He was very ill, and Mr.
Henry Jones came over from Hobart alone.
12163. What did they propose to do in stalldari:Iizing weights 1-This is the trouble-my tr!J,vellers are going round with this 2 Ibs. gr08;l
weigbt tin-{prod·ucing the same].
That tin
weighs 2 Ibs. gross, as opposed to 2 Ibs. net; 21b8.
net contains 32 ozs. of jam, and the tin additional.
The travellers of the new business we have started
have been going round pointing out to the shopkeepers that we are giving 2 ozs. more in our tins.
This is apricot jam; that is dense jam. To make
a tin large enough to take a light jam, such as
peach or gooseberry, or lemon and melon, that
tin would be required; but in the case of apricot,
though we sell a tiri containing 28 ozs. net, we
give 29~ ozs. net. We do not alter the tin on account of putting a heavier jam in. We make a
tin that will take the full 28 ozs. in the lighterweighing jams, consequently, when we get apricot, quince, or raspberry, we give the public more
weight than we profess to do. The point is this,
that when the Pure Food Act came into force,
the net weight of the gross tins was 28 ozs. in
every Stat.e but Victoria. It may have been in
Victoria, .but I have no data; but Mr. Henry
Jones, in his Hobart factory, put up 28 ozs. until
last year, and the Sydney factory put up 28 oos.,
but now they put up only 27 ozs. The public
has not noticed the weight, and in Victoria they
have been putting up 27 ozs. for SOIDe time. The
Hobart and Sydney factories have been following,
and they want us to follow in the same way.
12164. By 'Afr. Ro'ugef;-Was there any definite proposition at, the' meeting to reduce the
weight ~-They critigised the fa,?t tltat we wl?~
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giving more weight, and they wanted us to mark
out tins, alter ou.r"abels to 27 ozs:, and I re·fused.
Mr. Jones was sItting next to me at the end of
thelohg table. He said, "I found the other fellows doing it, and we are going to' do it." I said,
"Did you c,Onsult me when you did it 1 "
He
said, "No."
I said, "You pleased yourself."
He said, "Yes"; and I said, "'Ve are going to
please ourselves." Then the fun started. There
was no definite motion.
12165. The 27 ozs. has been on the label for
years. Wheil the Pure Food Act CBme' into
force, every manufactUrer was compelled to put,
the weight on the tin, which was not less than 27
bzs. net. Has there ever been a definite proposition to reduce that weight actua'lly down to 27
ozs.1-Yes; that was the proposition at this conference.
12166. By the Chairman.-You did not wait
to see that carried 1-No; I do not know what took
place. They have had another conferenc&-they
had a conference in March. Mr. Scott, of Parsons Brothers Limited, sent me a list of prices
, that they fixed; but I do not know myself what
took place at that conference. '[ have every reason
to believe that they are going to take up the attitude that the only tin they discussed is that,
known as the" dump," sold in New South \Vales,
hut not in Victoria.
This is llJl advertisement
showing how the public are misled about it:
[The advertisemf)nt referred to (tile! handed ,in
is McIlrath's.-George Wright. Shows lar{Je tins
advertised at 68. 9d.] The Hohart~ factory was
putting up 28 ozs. net last ye::tr~they had the
weight on the label. Their brand is the I.X.L.that is the principal brand of the, combine. I
sh~uld imagine, they sell more of the I.X.L brand
-probably . three times as many as 'the whole of
the other brands that they run put together.
12167. That" dump" tin is the LX,L. brand 1
~Y es; that is their principal label. Taking apricotr-that is OUf 2 lbs. gross tin~it has 29~ ozs.
in the net contents-[proJ1.lcill{1 the sl1rne.] This
is the I.X.L. tin-[prod1Icing the same]. That is
27,ozs. net weight. On the top of the tin they
have it stamped 27 ozs. They wete making that
in Hobart with the net contents of 28 ozs. last
year, and their labels had 28 ozs. on, yet they-say
they are not reducing ,weights,
12168. By Mr .. Warde.~Did they alter the
• price when they reduced the weight1~N o.
12169. By Mr. Mitchell.·-Do you put up the
jam in the net weight 7-Yes j and do a big trade.
12170. Do you do it solely ill .phatweight '1Yes; although this is a 2 lbs. gross tin, we state
here that the net weight is 28 ozs., which is the
net weight.
"
. 12171. Do you give the net weight of jam 2
Ibs. ~-We make botb net and gross. Retailers
tell us, " We do not care a rap what is in the
tin; the public want a certain pdcoo jam." One
grocer has a certain hne of jam tins marked 8d.;
a grocer across the road has another size marked
7d. . The man with the 8d. tins c!lllnot sell his
jam against the man with the 7d. tins. .The retailers are not interested in the matter.
12172. By the dhairrnan.-The retailers do not
know the truth of that 1-They say, "We cannot
explain to the public; they look in our window
and see a large tin." The firms who have 21-oz.
tins in the suburbs mark these up as larg,e tins
of jam. That tin is onlY 21 ozs.; but the public
buy them as 2 lbs. gross--[prod1w.ing the. saine].
A woman is used to buying a tin. and paying 10d. for it; she se~s large tins adver~ised at
6s.9d, a dozcli.; 8h6 sen~s ror a large tiu,thinking
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she is getting 2 Ibs. gioss, and she gets a tin hold.ing 21 ozs., which is known as the "·dump."
Probably, when she gets that" dump," a propersized tin is in the yard, and she does not. have it
in use to compare it, and she goes on innocently
getting the stuff. If she had the other tin in the
st.oreroom to compare with the "dump" tin, she
would see the difference. This 21-oz. "dump"
tin was invented by the combine factory, in Sydney, of Johnson Brothers Limited, and it has a
very large sale in Sydney and suburbs; in fact,
some groc:ers stock the" .dump ". tin only. Some
llave theIr OWn label. The combine are putting
up a "dump" tin under the grocers' own label,
and they have nothing but that in their shop.
The Mutual Store has the 27-oz. ttn, which is put
up under their label, and t;he ~n-oz. tin is put
up under the grocers' label also.
All the tins
I produce, except the "dinnp," are bought in
Victoria in the suburbs of Melbourne, and are
tins of different makers.
In regard to apricot
jam, Taylor Brothers' 2 Ibs. gross tin goes 29~ ozs.
llet; and Rosella, which is sold as 2 Ibs. gross,
goes 27! ozs., which is 2i ozs. under OUr weight.
The I.X.L. apricot goes 27 OZS., that is their de,clared weight 21 ozs. under what we give. If
you had peach, or melon and lemon, or gooseberry, the 2 lbs. gross tin of the I.X.L. or Rosella
could not possibly hold 27 ozs. net. In regard
to quince, the net weight in Taylor Brothers' tin
is 29~ ozs., and we declare 28 ozs. The I.X.L.
riet weight is 27 ozs., arid All Gold, One of the
combine labels that they stole from 'America-I
have the original American label-goes 27 ozs.
This 2 lbs. gross tin-Hoadley's Rising Sun-has
nO' connexion with Hoadley's Confectionery Limited; it belongs to the combine.
The combine
have owned it for years; it is in the same premises, with different managers.
The Hoadley
family have ftothirigto do with it.
. 12173. Is Hoadley interested in the combine~
I do not think so in any way.
This tin goes
261 ozs., that is i oz. under the declared weight.
That is a heavy-weighing jam-that is quincethat means tliat they declare the contents to be not
less than 1 lb. 11 ozs., and the actual contents are
26~ oiS. He!,e is another label-First Pick.
The
quince goes 27} ozs. This is a 6 lbs. gross tin,
largely sold in the country.
We declare our
weight to be 5 lbs. 8 oZs. net, that is 88 ozs.; that
is a plum, that goes 95~ ozs. net; that is only
k oz. less than the 6 Ibs. net--[poi1iting to various
tins].
12174. By Mr. llfitchell.-You are'speaking of
Taylor Brothers ~-Yes.
.
12175.- Why do you riot give 6 Ibs.1-Because
we caimot accept the responsibility for the custom
of the trade, which was introduced years before
we came into It--the putting up of grUBS weights
-and which has received legal sanction. There
_ was an Advisory Committee, which drew up regulations under the Pure Food Act, and these regulations provide for the net contents of a tin to be
on the label, and if we do that we do all that is
legally required.
If, the public could be made
to understand that it is to their benefit to go for
the full net weight, that ,.;ould be all. right, but
you cannot do it; it takes ~inie.
You have to
educate them! and you have' ·the retailer between
you and the. public, and he does not care a rap.
If the man on the other side of the street should
put up a stock of jam at Id. a tin less than his
price, he can do no business.
12176, By t1~6 Chairman.-They do not look
at the extra weight; theY'look at the extra price 7
-That is so; that is why that "dump" tin· got
such:it sale in New South Wales.
.'
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_12.177. These are the Hoadley shareholders[reading the i~me]-as follows:LIST OF PERSONS HOI,DING SHARES IN HOADLEYS
PROPRIETARY LIMITED.

Shares.
The Henry Jones Co-operative, Garden-street, South Yarra
30,000
Dodd,Harry, 378 St. Kilda.road,
Melbourne, manager
4,001
Smith, Guy P., 378 St. Kilda-roan,
Melbourne, manufacturer
...
2,001
Palfreyman, A. \V., Toorak, manufacturer
1
Hutton, J. P., Berkley-street, Glenferrie, investor
1
Austin, H. W., 'Vest-street, Ascot
Vale, law clerk
1
Secretary, H. P. Warner.
The directors are: -Dodd, Harry; Palfreyman, A. W.; Smith, G. P.
It is only fair that I should mention about Hoadley, because their name is so prominent on the
label; and it is only right to separate the Hoadley family from it. In tegard to the 6 Ibs. gross
tin, we declare the contents, the same as all the
others, to be 5 lbs., or 88 ozs. Each of these four
tins have got on the label the declared weIght of
88 ·ozs.
12178. I saw some of those tins in a window
at Hobart last week, and they were marked. 84
ozs., Palfreyman's jams 1-That is the start. As
a matter of fact, this plum is a heavy jam. We
give 95! ozs. net, though we only declare 88 ozs.
But if we get into such a light jam as apple jelly,
we ,vould probably only get the 88 ozs. into the
tin; and if we make our tin so small that it would
.only take 88 oos. of plum, we would probably be
under weight with a.pple jelly.
The policy we
a~opt is ~hat th~ tin w.iIl hold the full weight
WIth the hghtest Jams. The next 6 lbs. gross tin
labelled 88 ozs. is the I.X.L. The samples are
all the same jam-apricot, quince, or plum. The
net contents is 86~ ozs., that is Ii ozs. under its
declared weight. Weare not allowed to do that
in New South Wales; we would be prosecuted by
the Pure Foods authorities.
_
12179. Is that jam sold here 7-These tins were
bought here; I did not see them until this
morning.
12180. Row is it that it escaped our authorities 1--;-r do not know; it is hard for the public,
and It is hard for us; we cannot meet that competition.
.
12181. By Mr. Warde.-How does it comnare
in price 1-We have had to sell at the same price.
12182. You e-et no more for 88 ozs. than they
get for 86 ozs. 7----<We get no more for 95lt ozs.
tllan they get for 86~ ozs. The Rosella declare
the weight of the tin to be 88 oos.; it contains 86
ozs. That tin is Hoadley's again. I understood
that the Hoadley branch of the -combine had not
got the solderless tins; that they had the old
machinery that was installed when Mr. Hoadley
owned the business. Here is a 6-lb. tin of theirs
which is solderless, showing there is now new
machj,nery; that shows they are red ueing wei!!hts;
the same weights ha,ve been in existence for years.
There is this new make of tin-the solderless tin;
that, according to the label, contains not less than
5 Ibs. 8 ozs. :p.et. That is plum jam. The net
weight of _that is 5t ozs. less. They are givin.g
the public 5~ ozs. less than they declare. The
wholesale price· of jam works out, roufThly. at
4d. per dozen ounces. In every dozen of jam
they sell to the retailer they get at the retailer

to the extent of Is. 10d. per dozen approximately.
You see the unfairness from another manufacturer's point of view. That is _sold in comootition with us; at the same price that they give
821 ozs. we give 95! ozs.
12183. What are those quoted at wholesale per
dozen tins 1-1 think the Necessary Commodities
Commission raised the price of plum to 7s. l~d.
per dozen for 2-lb. gross tins; for 6-lb. tins they
charge ·three times the price of 2 Ibs. gross, less
3d.; that would be 218. ltd.
The combine's
travellers go out and sell that to the retailers at
21s. ltd., which contains 82~ ozs.; we sell the
same kind of jam at the same price. which C011tains 95! oos. The public are being got at to
the extent of 1s,- 10d.; or the difference be,twe.en
the cost (or the selling price) of ours is Is. lOd.
a. dozen. You may say. why do you put·so much
in ~ If we got different sized tins for different
jams we could get -tins to take the 88 ozs. only,
butthit :is impracticable in a lar,ge business. and
what we want is legislation, or- regulations so
drawn up t.hat the. minimum weight in the tins
shall be either full Ibs. or such nroportions as
half and quarters.· It is fairer to the public and
fairer to the other manufacturers, and people who
put up the 821-00. tin, which is supposed to be
88 Qzs. net, should be prosecuted.
12184. People put up the 82!-oz. tin which they
declare to be 88 ozs., or nominally 6 Ibs.1-Yes.
Suppose a number of tins are on travelling belt
to be filled; we have an automatic filler; we did
have a soldering plant, but we have replaced it
by a solderless plant, The soldering plant had
a patent filler which we adjusted ourselves, so
that- we could use it with the solderless plant.
The. tins are: on the travelling belt, and· the filler
is adjusted to take the right weight, or the right
quantity of jam for each sized tin. It is quite
possible that after they nass the filler, and go to
the girls putting on the caps, prior to going into
the crimps or capping machine, the tins mie-ht
fall sideways, and a little of the jam might spill;
there might be a couple of spoonsful drop out,
but the girls do not bother; that might occur in
an odd tin occasionally, but the 82!-0~. tin I produce is a full -tin, and has met with no accident
apparentlv, hut the very shape of the t,in compared with the other tins shows that it could not
possibly hold' the declared weight.
.
12185. By Mr. Hoqan.-Have you measured
the tins. and ascertained their caPJicity 1-Hardlv
that; we have weighed the tins, and got the
tare of the tin.
12186. By lIIr. Warde.-The 82t-oz. tin seems
mu:ch more in circumference 1-Yes, but it is
much shallower, and the actual weights show It
is 3t ozs. under'the Rosella, and 4 OZB. under the
IXL.
12187. Bli the Chairm(J;n.-You have actually
weighed those tins ~-Yea.
.
-12188. By Mr. Mitchell.-None of those three
hold the amount of jam they are stipulated to
hold 1-Not in the 6 Ibs.; the 6 Ibs. gross size.
These go into the country, where. the Pure Foods
inspector probably would not notice them.
12189. By Mr. Warde.-With the solderless
tins, how do they keep the air out; is no solder
\1.sed at a1l1-0nly on the outside. The advan
tageof the solderless tin is that no part of the
contents corne in contact with any solder. The
solder is only on the outside of the seam.
12190. Is that pressure with which it is pressed
on sufficient to keep the jam _air-tight for' all
time1-Yes. A more ticklish thing' to deal with
is canned fruit. If the slightest air gets in there
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is a blow or an explosion. \Ve have been experimenting, and we are quite satisfied with the
experiments we have made that the solderless tin
is quite safe.
12191. By the Chairman.-There~ is some substance that is patented that goes round the tin
where the pressure takes place, that has almost
the same effect as solded-That is simply a medium; should there be any irregularity in 'the tin,
that fills it up. It is a soft buffer substance.
There are all kinds of patents i we iIave our own
make j some use paper-there are a dozen different
patents.
12192. By Mr. Warde.
There is something
used to prevent any leakage or any inlet of air
afterwards?-Yes; the basis of all these inventions is flour.
12193. You do riot depend upon the natural
substance itself?-No; the tins must be air-tight.
12194. By Mr. Rov,get.-Have the results with
the solderless tin been the same as with the
soldered tin ?-Our experience is that we are getting less leaks than we did with the solder. It
was my privilege, when I took charge of the Sydney business, to scrap about £3,000 worth of machine, to replace it with solderless.
12195. By the Chail'man.-Was it your business?-Taylor Brothers'. '
12196; Who, are the shareholders ?~It was a
family business, belonging to my father, my
brother-in-law, my brother, and myself: At the
death of my father, three years ago, I had to take
over a very heavy personal liability. We bought
out my, brother-in~law's share prior to the death
of my father, and I had to get ext I'll capital. We
then started the following :March in M;elbourne i
we had a factory in Hobart, and a pineapple cannery in Queensland. We started pulping fruit at
fl. place in Collingwood, and, we got in touch with
growers, and found they were dissatisfied with
their treatment here by .other firms. I then decided to form a company, registered in Melbourne,
tOi(,take over Queensland, Hobart, and the Melbourne buying branch. We have· been very successful. We formed a separate company, of which
I am managing director. 1. have the, control, ,and
we have about 157 fruit-growers .sharehold.ers . in
it, besides a number .of the investing public. Th~
capital is about £51,450; of ,that the Sydney C0l11-.
pany holds about £17,250, and my family;jnterest
hold another £2,000.
, 12197. Have any of your shareholders anything
to do with the other companies? - No; not the
slightest interest in the outside companies; none
of the shareholders, outside of myself, in the
Victorian company have a share· in the Sydney
company.
12198. None of the shareholders in this company here have shares in the other comp~ny of
Taylor and Company?-No; except that lll'the
M~lbourne Company, by a reciprocal arrangement, on account of the first issue of shares not
being as successful as we wished, I arranged with
the Sydney company to t!lke 7,500 more shares
than were agreed upon. The first arrangement
was that the Sydney company was t6 take 10,000
shares in the Melbourne company, but it took
11,500, and the Melbonrne company reciprocated
by taking 7,500 in the Sydney company.
12199. Have' you a branch in Tasmania ?-The
Melbourne company' 0"'trllS the factories in TasInflnia and Btisbane:''Plli3; Sydney company owns
the Sydney factory o11ly. The Sydney company

has shares in the Melbourne company, and the
Melbourne company has shares in the Sydney
company.
12200. You have no shares in any othe; company';neither the Sydney company nor the Melbourne company has any shares in any other jam
manufacturing company in Australasia or the
world i-No; it is simply a Melbourne branch
turned into a public company, due to financial
.
requiremen ts.
12201. When you say U we" you refer to both
companies?-Yesi ·we work together.
122m3. Mr. Mumford, of your company, stated
the Sydney company has nothing to do with the
Melbourne company-that you were appearing in
the jam combination as representing the Sydney
company?~I have been a member of the Sydney
J am Association for five
years. There is
an association of manufacturers in New South
Wales, and an association of the manufacturers
in Victoria. Twice a year the m'anufacturers
from New South Wales, Victoria, Hobart, and
South Australia, meet in Melbourne to discuss
matters in connexion with West Australian and
Queensland trade. The biggest sellers in those
two States are H. Jones and Company Limited,
of Hobart. }:[y experience of this association is
that we have no chance whatever j it is controlled
py'the combin!}. They met ns as honorable men,
and we fixed up arrangements;. but they always
had some men they eould not control, who were
always breaking those arrangements. All through
the year we were complaining, 'but we could get
no satisfaction. When this Melbourne company
was formed, we decide<.l to have nothing to do
,,1th the association whatever. We wanted a free
hand, so that, if the combine got ~p to t4eir funny
brisiness we would not have to go to the trouble
of withdrawing from the association; we. would
meet. the competition. My travellers in Sydney
came to me and complained that so-and~so ,were
bt:eaking the arrangement. My reply was,
"I?ring me, evidence~such as an invoice-I,!-nd
we will withdraw from the association and meet
it!' We were not going to' be put in that position in Melbourne. Each year Mr. Ashby! the
secretary of the Chambe;r of Manufact~res) who
was secretary of the Victorian' Jam Man.u fac turers' Association, asked us t.o join. We said.
" ~0, we will' have nothing to do with it, and if
the combine people get up' to funny bnsiuess ,we
will meet it; we will' not waste any time." ,}fr.
William Harper, who represented us. here for
some time, went. to meetings .of the association in
spite of my instructions to have nothing to do
-with it, and tried to get tis to become a party to
things that took place there, and I would not
agree.. At this conferellcein ,December, Mr. A.
W. Palfreyman made the relllark, ,II We would not
have the fellow in our association in VictOria,," !~
ferring to myself. We have. nothing to do. with
the Victorian Association.
12203. Is }fr. 1YIumford a shareholder?-Yes,
he is assistant managing director of the Melbourne company.· He has nO knowledge of. association matters. He never' attended 'a .meeting.
" 12204. By the Chairm!1n . ...:.Do you know anything of the Ros/illla-it was understood they were
not in the combination ~~N0, they, were only.iu
the association.
,122m,. , What. is the difference ?-There is
another. firm who are members. ot' the Jam Association, Parsons, Bros. Proprietary, an9,,' ~q~,£a'
matter of fair play to them, I. must say they
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were not represented at that conference where the prices, and I said I would not fill them, and he
question of the reduction of weights took place, said, "I .cannot 'help it; that is the price they
consequently they are not responsible for anything are getting them at from Melbourne." People in
that took place.
Riverina can buy at lower prices than' they can
12206. Are they jam manufacturers~-In ~ew buy them in }ielbourne.
South Wales only.
.
12219. By ~A1r. llogan.-Can you tell us the
12207. Do they put up light-weight tins ~-Not prices ~- They are sell!ng assorted plum jam at
to my knowledge. They hav~ not a very big jam 6s. 9d~ in the Riverina. I think the Prices of
trade. They are general manufacturers.
The Goods ~oard fixed the price at 7s. lid.
association mcet to discu~s things affecting the
12220. By the Ohairman.-In Queeusland the
.
:.
trade generally.
price was fixed at 6s. 8d. ~- Yes; but there are
12208. Does that include the question of prices? no discounts there; it is a question of sight drafts,
- Yes, and other matters. They might discuss so there is no risk.
the question of private labels. At the previous
12221. By Mr. Warde.-Those other prices are
Qonfere)1ce they passed a resolution that no more. subject to trade discounts?-Yes.
private labels be allowed. The combine is run
12222. Is that 13-oz. tins ~- There are very few
fly three mell, who control the whole of th~ fac- I-lb. 'tins gross sold in Victoria. The position is
tories; there are other mell, as directors, but ~hey
they are selling the 27 -oz. tins in Riverina at
.hardly count· for anything. Three men run the
6s.
9d., though the price fixed for lYlelbourne is
thing, Henry Jones, A. W. Palfreyman, and
78.
lid.,
and we have to sell a 29i-oz. tin at the
Ashbolt, who is the brains,as far as the Hobart
sallle price.
factory is concerned.
12223. By the Cha.it·man.-They are selling that
12209. Was the December meeting. a meeting
of the association or combine ?-A meeting of jam jam cheaper than the Board fixed for the authorIzed 2-lb. tin1-Yes.
manufacturers of Australia ..
12224. And you sell 29t ozs. for the same
12210. All those present were in agreement with
price
we want the thing settled one way
the policy promulgated by Henry Jones and Comor the other; they must either go up or we must
pany, except yourselH-Yes.
come dowll. We want a regulation under t.he
12211. Who were present?-I did not know Pure
Foods Act ..
them all, but I can say from memory, the Rosella,
12225.
What should they have ~-1 lb., 2 lbs.,
two South Australian firms (R. lYlcEwaii and
5
lbs.,
or
6 100.
Company I.imited, and G. McEwan and Company,
12226.
Would
you 'give an intermediate weight. 1
of Glen Ewan, South Australia), other than my·
-Give them a l~-lb. till; the 2-lb. tin is rather
·self, the whole of the rest were the· combiue.
12212. Were there any other companies in this big in a hot climate where there are fiies about.
12227. The net contents of the tin should be
State in it ?-N o.
12213. Was the Co-operative lYlanufacturing either 1 lb., Ii lbs., or 2 Ibs. ?-Yes, it should
Company of South Australia pr!3sent af that meet- be compulsory that light-weight jams. should go
ing?-No. There was a representative from the to that; then if they have to give a little more
Bendigo Co-operative, but I do llot know whether weight in the heavy jams we are all in the same
positioll. We put so much fruit and so much
they are connected with the combine or not.
sugar
in the pan, and we see what we get out
12214. They did not vote against this proposal
, that was brought forward ?:-It had not come to of it, and fix our prices accordingly.
12228. By 11fr. TVarde.-Wh~t is the real difthe vote when I left.
12215. In all questions prior to that they were fe'rence in the price of the combine's jam and
your company's'l-The difference between our
unanimous except yourself?-Yes.
12216. They were all leading up to that 1- 6-lh. gross and the Hoadley 6-lh. gross is from
More or less. In the general diseussions no one 17 Z per cent. to 20 per cent.
supported me. The representative of R. McEwan
12229. On the net, cost of the jam ~-Yes.
and Company, of Adelaide, named Doman, said I
12230. Take the last instance you gave, where
was a "damned trickster.to come to the meeting they were selling in Melbourne at 6s. Wid. and
and talk like that."
ill the Riverina at 6s. 9d.; what is'the difference
12217. Have they tried to stifle your business in the· actual cost of the jam 1-You can t.ake
at all since this meeting?-No.
.
jam to cost 4d. ,per 12 oz. Now, in the case of
12218. The Prices of Food Board in this State apricot, which is the biggest selling jam in t.he
fixed certain prices for jam, and we were told 2-lh. groBs, we give 2k ozs. more DBI' tin; that
the jam ·has never realized that price, because is, we are giving the public 10d. worth more of
there was undercuttillg by selling so much jam jam in a dozen tins than they are.
in advance, and youi' firm was mentioned among
12231. By M1·. Mitchell.-It is a matter of size
the numbel'?-I have 110 direct evidence of that j . of tih 1-1 got those heavy-weighing jams as a
I understand the travellers were reporting that. matter of fairness to the others, but if the heavyI understood you had a grocer here who gave this weight jams will only go 27 ozs., the light-weight
eyidence, but that is their policy. Those people, jams cannot possibly go that weight. Take Mr.
when they eall a meeting of the association, and Palfreyman's own figures~at the conferenca he
are going to advocate a rise in prices, have stated we were giving 3t per cent. more than
travellers who fill up all the grocers at the. old they were. As a matter of fact, we are giving
price, and then they,come to. the meeting and out- up to 7 per cent. more. In a 6-1h. tin we are
vote us, and we cannot sell at the. new ,price be- giving 17! per cent.
cause they have filled up the grocers at the old
12232. By Mr. TVarde.-The evidence you l2'ive
prices, Probably that.).s one of their tactics by tends to the idea that this combine are underfilling up grocers. at prices lowe( than the prices selling you in the Riverina. What is the reai
fixed by the CQmmodities Board: I have direct difference in the price per pound of jam, taking
evidence that the ~felbourne manufacturers are a dozen pounds of jam ?-..\Ve have to sell at the
selling in the Riverina at lower prices tpan in same price, or not get at the business.
lfe1bourne to b10ck us. Our Riverina' traveller
12233. And on accou~tof their having a smaller
cafue in on Saturday and brought orders at',lower tin, they get the ~rJ;:et·?r-Theyget the profit.
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12234. As regards the weight. of jam, they are
not under~sellmg you 1,-Yes, the difi'erence is the
extent of .the dIfference in weight.
bU35. By the Ohairman.-In twelve 2~lb. tins,
what weight of jam do' you glv~take plum jaiu ~
-In the apricot and quince we give twelve times
29i 028. quince, and 29i 02S. apricot.
1:&236. There is 29 028. of jam in a tin, mulliplying that by twelve, gives the number of ourices
you seH for 6s. 9d. in the Riverina 7-Yes.
12237. That is 354 02s.-that is what you sell
for 6s. 9d. What do they sell for 6s. 9d. in
twelve of their 2-lb. tins ¥-It is all according to
the brand.
In the Hoadley it is twelve times
261 028.
12238. That is 321 o.2s.-theysell that tor
6s. 9d., and vou sell 354 028. for 68. 9d.1-':'Yes,
that is the difference in that particular brand.
. 12239. You sell 33 02S. of .jam more thau they
do for the same money
As to the other
tIns, IX'L is marked 27 028.; that is 3 028. niore
than Hoadley's.
'
12240. That is, you give 30 OZ8. more ~-Yes,
we oannot do the business unless we sell at the
same. price.
1224L By Mr. Rouget.-In your evidence, yoa
say these firms are selling in Riverina plum jam
at 6s. 9d. j. the assumption is that it is bein~ sold
cheaper than it is in Melbourne. Are you, aware
that they are selling in Melbourne to-day at
6s. 3d.1-No, I did not know that.
There is
a. man named David Boyce, a brother of Thomas
Boyce, the managing director of' Jones and Company, IXL, Sydney; he goes down to the markets, and my factory manager is told by the fruit
men there that he declared that, the combine
could make jam at 58. 6d. in Hobart, and they
were going to smash u s . '
'
12242. If that. be true, what Jones and Company and the co~bine are trying to do is to
smash up the people who want to give better
weight, so as to have the market to themselves,
and do what they like 1-They regard my company as a nuisanc·e.
,
12243. Are any of the combine interested in
jam business in Amerioa 1-1 can only sneak from
n~wspaper reports; three of the- directors, Henry
Jones, Palfreyman, and \Villiam Peacock were
over in San Francisco, and the' Hobart paper had
two columns of report about them going to launch
out in a larg-e way in San Francisco, but I do
not think they, have do~e anything yet. I understand the" have a very larg-e paying factory in
a place called Parle in South Africa; I understand the profits have been very good there.
12244. Whate,ver those firms do in other parts
of ~he world they are not doing any good to our
frUIt industry; they are going there to manufacture the local growth 7-It is to take advall~age of the fruit. that they can get so chea nl v
1ll the Orange RIVer country.
It may be a
means of competition with those firms that cannot follow them there; I understand they can buy
strawberries in San Francisco at a very low price.·
and it would be hopele,ss fc:r us in Australia to
compete with them.
12245. If we were encouraging those jam
manufacturers here to help our export trade, it
would be a failure 1-They go there to take advantage of the cheap fruit, so it is no advantage
to' us.
. ,12246. Have you any other instance of how
they have t,ried to hurt you in your business, or
what they have threateiled to do 1-Just about
the.. time that thev t,ook over the' Hoadley' business and the W . D .. Pea.cock busille~s, of Hobart,
their travellers were goirig through New' South

Wales into stores where my company's jaIns wei'e
sold, and telling the storekeepers,_" What do you
want to stock that brand for; we are going to
take them over."
12247. Is not that actionable ~~Pl'Obably.
I
immediately got out a circular; and put a representation of out label on the top; we g-ot' that
printed by a firm in Queensland. ,;rhe idea was
to send it broadcast among the storekeepers.
I
hit back. I referred to that stat-emellt of their
travellers.
We make a point of riot using' the
caustio soda. process Qr the lye process in our
fruit peeling, and I went into that matter in this
circular. At this conference, 'where we had the
row, Mr. Palfreyman, across the table to Mr.
Doman, of South Australia, said, "The fellow
is only a liar, because he advertised against the
lye process, and he has ordered a lye machine."
Some one was pulling Mr. Palfreyman's leg, and .
I only laughed. We do not use the caustic soda
in our factory. I did not want to make a fuss
about that, but when they were getting up to
these tactics I hit back. Before we received that
circular, berore I had approved of the proof, I
had occasion to go to the Hobart factory, and
meet Mr, Henry' Jones, Mr. Ashbolt, arid Mr.
Ernest Peacock in their. Hobart office in con-'
nexion witli fruit matteI's. Mr. Ashbolt said' 0
me, "What do you lllCan by sending round that
circular 1 "
I said, "What circular 1 "
He
saio::i, "I got a circular from a New South Wales
storekeeper), and one from .a Queensland store~
keeper.'~
He .went into his office, and brought
out a pircular with our label Oon the top~a circular I had never ~een, and had never apuroved
of.
It had never reached me.
It had been
printed by a Queensland firm, and he (Mr.
Ashbolt) had a copy of it ill his .office before I
saw: it. I said, "Where did you get thaP"
He repeated it. I said, "You are lying." He
said, "\Vhat do you mean?" I said, "I have
never seen that circular before,"
I went to
Brisbane, an,d saw the printers; thcy were very
much annoyed about it, and investigated the
matter; theyoould not find out anything about
it. At last they wrote to Jones and Conmany,
and ,asked where they got it. They got no satisfac:tion, . ¥t. Jones wrote saying they thought
I had issued it, but they were not prepared to
tell where they got it. That will show what they
are. capable of doing.
12248. Have you any other instances ~~There
are general threats and talk of what the" are
going to do.
If you oppose Palfreyman at a
meeting he threatens. He threatened to smash
my neck, but I laughed at it. We have always'
to be on the defensive with him.
.
12249. What are the conditions of joining the
assoCiation ~-You are a manufacturer, and you
wish to confer about matters of mutual iuterest.
. fixing pricesi and discounts, and all that kind of
thing.
The conditions are that you honorably
conforpl to any fixing of prices.
12250. What foo do you pay 1-Nothing.
12251. What are the conditions of joininq the
combine7-You hand your company right over
to them.
12252. How is it in those j different comnanies
t.hey declare different dividen~s, and have a diffenmt share list for eaoh company ~-The public
have lio knowledge of that; the public n~ver have
different fadory balance-sheets; you wiB nevel'
find out whether they make their profits out of
timber,' jam, or mi:q.ing speculation. There is a
rumour that. thev made £14,000 out of Java
su~ar . without handllng. it.
They were Q'oing-. td
bring'Java sugar 'here, but the war enabled tlie:ti:r
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to sell it at an enhanced price without handling public. We find that for every day that "is lost
it, and they fell back on the sugar company for in getting the fruit from the tree to the public
their supplies. If they bought in the 1'onkah there is a great deterioration, and being 110 miles
Compound with the combine's money, as one of by rail from Melbourne, and about 300 miles
their members did with his own, any money made from Sydney, we suffe,r largely through not bein;;
ab]e to put it quickly before the public.
We
that way would go into the combine.
12253. How do you get on with the Bugar 7- have, therefore, to pick our fruit in a very hard,
firm condition in order to enable it to arrive
No difficulty at all.
12254. What is the price of sugar for manu- without being bruised, and to withstand the
facturing jam ~-Eighteen pounds per ton, 1 terrib}e knocking about it gets sometimes on the
railways, and the handling in the market. We
think, at present,
12255. Can you get as much as you want 7-- thought that by getting you gentlemen here we
The sugar company have notified us that they could impress upon you the necessity for better
cannot sup pI" us with any greater quantity than railway facilities being nrovided. We want to
we got last year. That is fair, because· we- are get the fruit to the market early, but the trains
doing the same manufacturing, except any in- are often delayed, and our fruit has to comnete
with fruit grown closer to 1\iulbourne, as at Don·
crease of trade, and when we can show them we
caster, from whence it is carted in by wal'''on.
want any more sugar owing to an increase in
There- it is picked only a few hours before it arrives
trade, up to now they have, found it for u~;
at the market, and it comes in in perfect conwe have nO complaint against the sugar company.
dition. That is a hard point against us, because
We ca.n get as much to go on with as we had
we- have to fi/;rht the railways, while they have liD
last year. Our contract is up to the end of June.
trouble with the railwavs. We find verv often
12256. The Rosella have contracts for a million that in the height of summer we get, a burst of
pounds of jam for the forces; is that outside the hot weather, which makes the fruit ripen up very
combine 1-1 understand the Rosella is outside of quickly. Then we have to get the fruit off the
it. The Home Government 'will not take any- trees very quickly or we lose it.
We cannot
thing but 16-oz. tins for their troops, and if they possibly put on a double number of men just on
can manufacture it for the troops they can do it account of that hot weather, and accordingly we
for the public. The ollly alteration required f.)r have to lose the fruit or work exceedingly hard,
the machinery is a new die.
and a good deal of overtime. In a burst of hot
weather like that we might, send a 50 per cent.
The 'witness withd1·ew.
increase into the market, and then there lsa
Inquiry adjourned.
glut. The market gets choked up, and we have
to suffer a ,e-reat loss in the price, because there
is not the facility for dealing quickly with the
fruit in Melbourne that there is in Sydney. .1
think Sydney is better than Melbourne in that
respect.
They can take large quantities very
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quickly in Sydney, but in Melbourne since the
barrowmen have been taken off the streets we are
Members present:
liable to a large extent to lose a great deal of
the profits, because the glut causes a sudden drop
1fr. PRENDERGAST, m the chair;
in nricea.
:Mr. Hogan,
Mr. Snowball.
12264. You loso the market advantages by that ~
Mr. Warde. '
Mr. :Mitchell,
-Yes, we may have a tremendous amount of
Mr. Rouget,
fruit to put on the market .in the summer time •
when it ripens quickly like that. We think it
Victor Richard McNab, sworn and examined.
would be very wise if some arrangement could be
12257. By the Chairman.-What are you 7--1 made whereby the barrow men or somebody in that
am an orchardist, and also secretary of the Goul·· line could distribute the fruit quickly -while it
burn Valley Fruit-growers' Ae:50ciation.
is: in a good condi.tion. We grow the best soft
12258. What is your address 7-Ardmona.
fresh fruit in the State, and we want to supply
12259. What are the principal fruits that yon in a good condition to the public.
grow 1-1 grow a mixed variety:..-principally
12265. Can you tell us the actual time that
your fruit takes in transit on the 'railways, and
peaches, apricots, and pears.
12260. How much land have you under each the facilities they offer you in the way of trucks,
variety 7-1 should say 1 have about 5 acres of or what remedies you have to suggest in t,hat
pears, 4 acres of apricots, 1 acre of vines, amI direction 7-Well, r may say that we have got
the NlSt peaches.
the Railways Standing Committee to come up
12261. How many acres have you altogether 1- here this year, beC3.11Se we want to push forward
a line connecting Wyuna, Ardmolla, Undera, and
Twenty-five.
12262. 1 suppose you kn(JIW that this Commis- Mooroopua in a spur line. In that way we c{JUld
sion is constituted for the purpose of making re- get through quickly. and we would expect to have
commendations and reporting in regard to the our fruit in M~lbourne always in time for the
production. packing, marketing, distributing, and early market.
12266" By Mr. lVarae.-Your grievance is ndt
preservation, storage, and price of fruit and
vegetables. Can you volunteer any statement on with the railways at present then, but merely that
those matters ~-Well, I should sav that this dis- you need another railway 7-Well, it is t,his waytrict is a special district. Weare-dealing mainly at present we can Dlily find out indirectly when
with the fresh fruit industry j we supply as much the fruit arrive~the railways do not tell us when
fresh fruit as possible.
the fruit arrives late. When we ,!!tlt our returns
12263. You do not grow any apples for export 1 the agent will say 011 them that the fruit arrived'
-No. We are extending rapidly, and planting up late. 1 know two instances this season where
new areas on account of the heavy demand for fruit has arrived on Saturday morning pracfresh fruit. We want to get additional facilit:e3 for tically after the market has closed. There is riO
putting fresh fruit in a fresh condition before the big buying after 8 o.',clock Rn a Saturday morning;
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12267. Did you ask the Railway Department
about that delay 7-Yes, they explained that there
was some slight ac,cident which caused, it.
12268. What time does it take for the fruit in
transit 1-\VeU, we pick and pack our fruit twice
a day; we send in two loads a day: The fruit is
loaded up on the lorries, and it has to be carted
into 'the station before 3 o'clock for loading the
Sydney trucks, and before 4 o'clock for loading
the Melbourne trucks.
12269. By the Chairman·.-Do you always' get
trucks when you want them ~-N ot always, but
we have had a much better supply this year, because we had a very small crop, and did not have
the demand for trucks. We are always frightened
that there will npt be enough trucks. On one
or two occasions this year there were not enough
louvre trucks for us. \Ve had to use the "I"
trucks, and that is like putting the fruit into a
fireless cooker.
12270. You take your fruit from the trees tbe
night before, or the morning before ~-Well, the
picking goes on continuously-it is done all da.y
-the fruit is oft.:m picked the night before, and
the.n the lorries leave the orchard first thing in
the mornil!g. They do two tdps a day to the
station with big 108Jls.
, 12271. How far do, you have to cart 7-We have
to cart at present from 3~ to 6 miles into the
station, and that is about the limit it is possible
to cart the fruit.
12272. You would get to the station about 3 or
4 p.m.1-Yes, there is only one train, which is
a' fruit train, and it le3.'Ves at about 4.30 or 5
o'clock.
12273. That is the Melbourne train, is it not;
that is not the fruit train 1-Well, it is practically composed of fruit trucks in the su~mer
time.
12274. What time have you to be at the station
in order to be able to load into the trucks 1-No
fruit is accepted aftsT 4 o'clock.
12275" Do they do the loading 1-No, we do
the loading ourselves.
12276. At what time does the train leave 1• In the busy season the Railways Commissioners
give us a' special fruit train, and that leaves at
4 p.m., but there is another ordinary train which
leaves at about 7.30 p.m.
12277. You have to have the fruit there about
an hour befo·re the train leaves 1-Yes, the lorries
have to be there early in the busy season. The
growers find it best to carry out that practice,
because they are constantly being blocked.
12278. Would you need to bring them in two
hours hefore ~-Well, they arrive at about 2 or
2.30 o'clock.
12279. What is the shortest time that you are
allowed to put the fruit on hoard the train 1They will accept it if it is there before 4 p.m.
12280. And you say one train goes at about
4 or 5 o'clock, and another one at about 7 at
night
think so.
12281. Are you complaining oj the facilities
offered there no'w?-Yes, they have several times,
tried to make us bring the fruit in at 3 o'clock
for Melbourne, and at 2 o'clock for Sydney.
12282. Do you have to bring it in and unload
it yourself 1-Yes, we find it pays Us belilt to look
after it ourselves.
12283. DO€Sl the' fruit fto through to Melbourne
without stopping 1-We do not know, and the
railways will not tell us whether it does or not.
12284. When does it reach the market 1-It is
supposed to arrive between 4 and 5 o'clock next
¥torning.

12285. noes it catch the next dayis niarket in
Melbourne ?-It must.
12286. Are you sure of thaU-Well, it often
arrives late, and that is of course a detriment
to our district.
12287. Sometimes it does 110t arrive in tim{')
for the next !porning's market 1-Sometimes it is
too late for the best market--that is between
5.30 and 7.30, but according to the time-table
it should be there.
12288. By 1111'. Warde.-How often has your
fruit arrived too late for the market 7-1 know of
two instances.
12289. In a season-is that all ?-Well, I do
not know how many others there are. We cannot trace the fruit.
The train arrives late in
Melbourne, and we cannot get the fruit to the
market in time to catch the buyers.
12290, By the Chairman.-Have you written to
the Department complaining of those delays '1We put it before the Commissioners last time they
were up here, and they promised to do the best
they could for us.
1229t. Did they admit any fault 1-Yes, in the
face of t.hat accident, where the fruit arrived at
10 o'clock, but we did not know at first that it
was an accident.
12292. Frequently the fruit train arrives at
such a time that the fruit is not able to be marketed in proper time 1-Yes, the agents complain
that they are not able to get the fruit quickly
from the train at Spencer-street to the market.
12293. In cousequence of the fruit missing the
market, sometimes you have to pick your fruit
a little bit harder, because it might have to stand
over for' a day1-Yes, the agents constantly tell
us to pick it green, and they can do better for us.
12294. That is in consequence of the delay in
delivery 1-Yes, the longer the fruit is left on the
tree the more, flavour it has, and it is better for
it to be left there as long as possible.
12295. By Mi', Warde.-From your own know'ledge, that happened twice last season 1-Yes.
12296. By the Chairman.-Was that your own
fruit 1-Yes, that was with my own fruit, and
when I complained about it they gave me another
instance,
12297. Have you had any instances. put into
your hand from other fruit-gr.owers in the districtj-No.
.
12298. Do you think that has happened more
than twice 1-1 could J;lot say, because we have no
facilities for tracing the fruit at Spencer-street;
we cannot trace it, and they do not encourage us.
12299. It has not arrived on som6 occasions
when it should have 1-That is so.
12300. And you cannot afford to take any riskE,
and you have to send it in' a; bit earlier here, because it might miss the markeU-Yes.
12301. What becomes 'of the fruit when it
leaves here. Do you consign it to an agent 7
Yes, we consign it to the name of the agent in
the Western Market.
12302. Can he get prompt delivery there1-No,
they. often c9mplain that they cannot get promF~,
delivery.
12303. What do you mean by "often" 7"VeIl, we only go down twice a year to see them"
and they tell us of it.
12304. And do they complain on other occasions than when' you go down that they cannot
get prompt deliv~ 1-Yes, they complain that,
the men are kept waiting at Spencer-street. They
maintain that the fruit is often there in the
yards, and they cann,ot get it. After it gets to
the agent it is sold then in the market.
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12305. When ~-We always hope that it is sold
the following day from when it leaves here.
12306. Tha~ is early in the moming1-Yes, in
the main markets.
12307. What market is it consigned to1-Well,
we consign it to the agent, and he takes it to
the Victoria Market or the Western Market,
whichever Buits him best-whichever is the main
market day.
.
12308. When do you get your returns of the
fruit that is sold on any particular day ~-Well,
some of the agents send the returns to us once
a wook, and others send them once a fortnight.
12309. But in connexion with the fruit that
goes into the markets through the agents; do you
consign it directly to the agents or to the retailers themselves 1-Speaking for myself, I consign it solely to the agents.
123lO. What agents 1-Well, Woolfe and Sons,
G. Lister, and the Victorian Orchardists' Cooperative Asoociation.
'
12311. Is that the co-operative association of
which Mr. Cook is managing director
but
it is in Flinders-lane-it is not in the market.
Then there is another firm also, Brespin and
Walton.
12312. When you consign the fruit for sale do
you label it with your own name1-Yes, on the
front of the case.
• .
12313. You do not post a card on it, you stamp
it 1-1 get all my cases with the stamp on them,
that is. my brand.
12314. Is that a common practice in this districM-Some oJ the growers have their name and
address branded on.
12315. Do you get your empty cases back again
from thOSe, people 1-Never; 'we give the cases
awa,y with the fruit.
'
12316. Do t,hey re~pack your cases in the market ~-Not that I know of. We do see our cases
around town constantly, because they cannot
efface our brand without planing it off.
12317. Th.at is a disadvantage to you ~-I do
not think they use my name.
We think they
should not do that.
'
12318. By 1111'. rVa,rde.-Those people you saw
with the cases may have bought your fruit in the
ordinary course from the agent~-Yes.
12319. Do yo:u mean .to say that you have seen
fruit in those cases which you did not think was
your fruit ~-Yes, the cases were used by other
growers; we have SOOn our old second-hand cases
used in that manner.
12320. Do you think it is an advantage to
vent the cases being used for putting fruit
a
second or third time1-Well, we have come to the
conclusion in this district that it pays you t,o use
all new cases, and we do not use any second-hand
cases.
12321. Do you use any kerosene cases for packing ~-No, I do not.
12322. Does anyone else ?-I think there is one
man who does, but he only sends the fruit to a.
factory; it is not put on the market.
12323. It would do for sending it to ~ jam factory or a cannery ?-Yes. Ther€ is a large quan. tity of fruit which is sent to the cannmg factories
direct from this district, and that iSi a growing
t.rade. We can overcome all the difficulties o·f a
market by that means. We could sell direct, and
in that case we would get our empty cases returned from the cannery. They are our own cases
and we do not sell them. We sell the fruit, and
if We got t.hem back from the canneries in that
manner t.hey might be used for two or' three
times.
3267.-2G
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12324. By Mr. SnowbalL-What disadvantage
is it to you if your cases are used in the city for
handling and distributing fruit 1-The agent informed me that my brand is becoming well known
now, and it helps to sell my fruit.
12325. That j$ in the wholesale way, but to a
retailer distributing fruit, is it any disadvantage
then 1-No, only that some of the fruit-growers
put inferior fruit in the cases and take it to t.he
market, and perhaps my label is more distinctive
on the case than their own is.
12326. By the Cha<irman.-You do not know of
any inferior fruit being .re-packed in your cases
for the purpose of getting an advantage in the
market-if that were so that would be no advantage to you 1~N 0, it would be detrimental to me.
12327. By Mr. SnowbaU.-Have you any knowledge of that being done ~-No.
12328. It is quite natural that your cases wiI!
be re-used, because they are good cases~...!.Yes.
12329. By the Chairman.-He could send those
cases with fruit in them to the market 1-Y es.
12330. By Mr. Harde.- What is your own
opinion on the matter ¥-l think it lSi foolish to
use second-hand cases, because they spoil the sale
of the fru~t.
12331. Do you think the growers get them and
put inferior fruit into'them, or is it simply a case
of the retailers using them for the purposes of
the retail trade ?-I think the' growers get theJIl.
12332. You think they are trading under your
name~-No, I do not say that, but there is the
possibility.
12333. If they have not got all the brand obliterated that you had on them there is nothing
to com~l the new man to remove it ~-No.
12334. You b.{l.ve established. a. reputation by
sending in good fruit ~-Y 611.
12335. Then it must be injurious to you if inferior fruit is placed in them 'I-Yes.
12336. But on the' other hand they might put
better fruit in ~-Just so.
12337. Do you think they are puting in inferior fruit ~-Well, we think the use of secondhand cases is a menace to the industry, and it
ought to be prohibited.
12338, By Mr. Snowball.-In all markets 7Yes.
12339. By Mr. Warde.-Is it not a terrible
waste of money, though, to destroy these cases
when they have been only once used 1-Well, if
you want to get a gooa price for good fruit it pays
you to put it up welL
12340. By Mr. Snowball.-But it would be
perfectly serviceable and good enough to meet
the requirements of others, or the public f - Yes, .
but we. do not care to purchase second-hand cases
for our fruit for fear of introducing pest.'l from
other districts.
12341. By Mr. Rouget.-You have no objection
to receiving back your own cases 7-N o.
12342. Do you know of any reason why you
should not reqe,ive them back from the agents 1. No.
12343. By the Cha:irma<n.-The agent' would
not handle the case at all separately-he sells the
fruit and the case 1-y.es; of course the price of
the case is going up, and it is becoming a serious
item to us. We can only face it as long as it is
within reasonable limits, but the cost is on the upgrade.
.
12344. By Mr. Hoga1'b.-What effect would it
have on the price of the case if the use of second. hand cases were abolished, and everyone had to
use new cases to consign the fruit in 1-WeIl, I
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have not got a far-niaching enough knowledge of
the down-country industry to be able to answer
that.
12345. If the demand were doubled what effect
wo~ld it have on the orice for new cases 1-1 .do
not think it would affect the price.
12346. Do you think there is an unlimited
supply of neW cases obtainable at the prices you
are paying now 1-Yes, I think so.
12347. By the Clwirrna:fl.-Do you manufacture cases in this district 1-No.
12348. What does a double caSe cost you 1Last year they cost about 9id. each.
12349. "\Vhere were those cases manufactured?
-In Melbourne; that was by taking them e,arly
in the seasou and making forward contracts. At
the latter end of the Season we had to pay 10!d.
for them.
12350. What are those cases made of ?-Softwood .•
12351. What does a hardwood caSe cost 1-1 do
not know; we do not use them.
12352. Could you use them 1-Yes; ,but there
is a great disadvantage in the hand~ing, beca.use
those cases would be 3 or 4 100. heaVIer, and that
would make a difference in the freight.
The
freight on the softwood case is about 1d., and then
there is the return freight on the 'case filled with
fruit.
12353. 'What would you have to pay in extra
freight 1-1 do not think it would amount to
anythin cr when they are carried by the ton
measure';nent. But here the weight is taken over
the weighbridge and the charge is made by that
weight.
12354. But for export it is calculated by
measurement
we do not export any.
12355. What do you grow mainly 7-Peaches,
pears, and apricots.
.
12356. Do you grow any apples here?-No.
12357. Do you grade your peaches 7-:-Yes, in
three grades; we have 'Spooials, Firsts, and
Seconds
12358. Can you rely upon getting the same
quality throughout if you ask ~or Firs~ grade
. from each
the gradmg relIable 1Well, each grower only grades according to the
fruit in his own orchard.
12359. Then if
went around' the district it
might be dissimilar
think you would find that
the grading is very constant.
12360. Supposing for an instant that this Commission were to recommend that fruit should be
obtained by the case by any person ordering fr~m
anywhere at all, direct from the grower-that. IS,
he would send it through the postJ--do you thmk
that the buyers would be able to rely sufficiently
on the grading in that case ~~Yes.
12361. Supposing a grower has 20 acres here
and another one has 20 acres somewhere else,
could you have a standard of grading which
would apply equally to the two men. If a man
ordered a case from here and one also from the
other grower, when they arrive~ in town, although both of the same grade, they may differ
materially?-Yes.
12362. The first grad!:~ in one instance might
not be equal to the second grade in the other?That is so.
'
12363. Could that be remedied by having packing stores, as they,have in A~erica ~n~ at Mildura.
In Mildura a man places ]11S frUIt III a wa&gon
and carts 'it in to the packing store, where It IS
all graded. In America they do the same thing,
and then t.he results at. the end of the season are
taken on an av~rage for the whole district), and

they pay to each man so much per cas~ 1-1 think
that would be detrimental, because WIth peaches
they would get extra. handling, and that would
bo de,trimental to them.
12364. Do you grow plums here 1-Very few.
12365. IiJ would not be detrime~tal to1?lu~s,
because they are handled that way m Amenca.Just so.
12366. Do you think in conn,:xion wit}l tille
question of grading that a 1?ac~mg store would
be of any advantage to the dIstnct tlhen ?-No.
12367. Do you think there eould be. a met~od
of standardisincr adopted in the paqkmg whICh
would result ill the grades being the sa~e
throughout the, district ~- Well, the grade vanes
according to the season. In some seaso.ns the
trees will have a very heavy crop of frUlt. of a
CErtain class, and next season it may be it ~maller
f'l'vp but bigger fruit, and you see it .would va.!'].
All through this district there is one kmd of peach
called "Ladv Palmerston" grown, and it may be
that the fni'it would be small in Oile season and
big in the
I think ~he .grading could be
done by the growers in the dlstnct.
12368. In America every man has to give
notice regarding the d.ate his fruit. will be ready
for picking-this partIcularly applIes t?, o:-il:nges
-and then the men go from one dlstnct to
. another. They work on one farm to-day and.on
another to-morrow, and they pick and grade the
fruit, and the same
being employed all the
time, understand the
welL How could you
fix the grade so that it would be th~ same throu~h
out the, disbrict--could you fix It on the SlZ~,
colour, and weight of the peach 1-Well, CI'}Ttam
kinds of peaches .vary, and you would have to
fix a "'rade for each kind.
12369. You could not
it in the same wa~
as you would for a bushel of wheat, for instance.
---'-No.
12370. The only way would be to have .it a~l
done in the one place, or the same men dOlng It
all the time ~-Yes.
12371. Would either of those courses be possible or advisable
I think we have about
the same grade every year here for the same
variety of peach.
12372. But it would be impossible to fix the
first grade in one place exactly like the first g~adi3
in another place 1-Yes.
12373. I want; to get over the difficulty so
that anyone sending for fruit to be c01:signed to
them by post may get what they ·reqUIre. Can
you fix a standard by size or any other me,ans i You would have to have it for each dIfferent
kind of peach or apricot.
12374~ You see we want to expand the indu~
try by opening up m~ans for people to order fr\llt
in this manner through the post. You advertise
your price, .stating how· mu?h it would be for, a
particular SIzed case, and If the custoIfolers. can
rely upon that they send' to you for frUlt eIther
for table or jam purposes ?-Just 80.
12375. By" "}Jr. TVarde.-Have you ha;I an'y
orders under this postal delivery system smce It
has been in operation ~-No'.
12376. Do ;'ou think it is a trade 'you co,:ld
cultivate and open up 1-1 have net any WIsh
myself to deal in that; trade, because when the
fruit comes in we. have to work as hard as: we
can, and if you have a lot of separate orders it
means a lot of extra work.
12377.. Personally you would not care to ca~r
for that class of trade 1-N0, what I would gam.
in one period I would lose in the next.. We have'
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to handle th~ fruit in bulk, and handle it quickly
12392. You have not .tried that system 1-No,
in the hot weather, and we could not handle small I have no complaint against that--there may be
low.
a very great future in front of that system.
12393. By Mr. Warde.-Supposing you had
12378. By Mr. SnowbaU.-Then 1n your
opinion the distribution from the orchard is quite those facilities, would you feel inclined to go in
practicable
in this distJrict.
for the delivery of those small packages, or would
12379. By Mr. Hogan.-Would it not alleviate you prefer to deal in wholesale lots 1..:....1 would
the glut you complained about ?-Yes, because it prefer tJle wholesale lots, simply because I have
would bring the fruit more quickly to the con- planted an orchard with the idea of dealing in
sumer. One day_ in the- season before last we. wholesale lots.
12394. Any yvay, you are prepared to embrace
sent away 120 tons, and if tJhat were dealt with
any marke,t that is profitable?-Yes. We could
hy separate orders, look whatit would mean.
12380. By Mr. Snowball.-You think it is im- easily plant some more ,delicate kinds of fruit and
practicable ~-Yes, because we are dealing with cater for that trade.
12395. When was your last consignment ()f
big lots quickly. If a grower had a small orchard
and a lot. of different kinds of fruit it might be peaches sent to market ?-In March last.
12396. \V1,hat did they bring 1-1 think the
a very profitable line for him. Some growers
could perhaps at the present time cater for that returns were about 6s. 3d. per case.
12397. How many pounds weight would there
trade.
12381. Do you think it would be a good thing be in a case ?-About 50 Ibs.
to encourage 1-Yes, because I maintain that the
12398. Do you know that it would be a very
consumers do not know what good fruit is. That , uncommon thing to get a case of peaches in town
is what strikes you when you see what rubbish under lOs. ?-Yes, that price I mentioned is less
they eat.
.
the agent's commission. The gross return would
. 12382. By Mr. Hogan.-They would get fruit be, I suppose, about 7s. 6d .
in a far better condition if they obtained it direct
12399. By the Ch<tirman.-Is it also deducting
from the grower as compared with _getting it from the railway freight ?-Yes. They pay the freight
a retailer or agent in the city 1-1 would say that at the other end. They pay the freight and debecause I know in our case fruit has been sent down duct the commission and freight, and send the
to Melbourne, and in some cases only one out balance to us.
of every ten cases would arrive in' good condition
12400. Six shillings and threepenCe! is what
for the simple reason that the fruit had been you have been receiving ?-Yes, and out of that
delayed in transit, and we have in this district I have to pay for the case and the freight up on
pretty well given up the idea of trying to place the case, and the packing.
a case, of good' fruit before' any personal friend.
12401. Is that 6s. 3d. the lowest price you
of ours in the city or any distance away. If you have received for the season ?-No.
send away a ton of fruit in one bulk the Railway
1)2402. What would betne lowest plnce'liDepartment has tJo look after it because it gets Four shillings or 4s. 6d.
in their road; but, if you send one case you do
12403. Would that be for good quality fruit?
not know what happens to it.
-Yes.
12383. By 11!r. Warde.-If we could regulate
12404. What would: be the hignest prioe you
the Railway Department then it would be a great have received 1-1n the beginning of the season I
advantage to everybody
certainly.
have obtained 15s. for one case.
12384. It is a fact that you have not been able
12405. What would be the average for the
to get the fruit carried properly from this dis- season right through 1-1 think my average would
trict~-Ye9.
run into about 6s. It would be somewhere be12385. The Railway Department could not tween 5s. 9d. and 68. 2d.
carry it fast enough for you V-Well, I do not
12406. Do you think you could tell us the
say it was the railways altogether. I think the
average price that they receive for the fruit?main trouble was in getting small lots of fruit
Well, I know what they put down in th/? returns
from the railways at the other end, and delivery
of the sales.
at the people's places.
12407. Supposing you send down 100 cases of
12386. By the Cha,i1·man.-1n America there fruit, and they sold them for you in five or six
must< be more activity in that direction, because lots, would they show on your return what each
they are able to post two or three apples to a particular lot brought ?-Yes.
man just to reach him at lunch time 1-Well, we
12408. Do they give you the name of the buyer
cannot rely upon a case being delivered at a
in
the return 1-No.
certain time.
12409. Do they give you the price for the whole
/ 12387. There is any amount of activity in
lot, or for each lot ?-They state ft in this WflYAmerica in that direction· then, but you say it
has not been practicable here ?-That is so, my say, three at 88., ten at 7s., and perhaps fifty
at 6s.
brother and I have given it up.
12410. Have you ever seen the prices of peaohes
12388. How long is it since you made the at- in the Melbourne shop wind'ows after your cases
tempt ~-Some time ago. It is not. since the have been sold ?-Yes.
Parcels' post came in that you speak about.
12411. What do you think of that price as com12389. How was it possible to do it before the pared with the price you get 7-Well, we think
-Parcels post system ?-Through Mayne, Nickless that the middleman must do better than we do
& Company, who used to deliver all the cases out of it.
under contract with the Railway Department.
12412. Do you get better returns from the Co12390. Then it was on account! of the delay operative Agency in town, as compared with the
in their system 1-1 think so, but we cannot others ?-No, this year it was almost equal to the
other. I think myself that if the Co-operative
Drove it.
- 12391. Do you know the Commonwealth Postal Agency was in as good a position as the other
Department is trying to organize an efficient sys- agencies (in the Western Market) the price would
be as good.
tern of postal delivery now?-Yes.
2 GZ
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12413. Do you ev~r read the prices that. the . 12431. Would it be an advantage to combine
peaches have broug!tt according to the newspaper for those five months so that you could have the
market reports ~-W e take no notice of them be- profits of the rebailers as. well as obtaining them
cause they are unreliable.
i as wholesalers 1-N0,
I think not.
.
12414. :from my experience the prices are from
12432. Are you interested in any way ill the
25 pe:: cent. to 75 per cent. lower in the press 'agency business1-No.
than m the market 1-I do not know what ar- . 12433. You do not think there would be any
rangements the press makes for obtaining the ?dyantage in this co-operative system 1-1 think
market reports. I understand that one of the It IS boo cumbersome.
agents supplies them.
. 12434. Do you co-operate in this district at all?
12415. Some time back grapes were quoted' at -We have an association nere for mutual advan-.
from 4s. to lOs. per case in tlhe press while in tages.
the market they were bringing from 14~. to 258. 1
12435. What are the advantages ?-The inter-yve take no notice of the market quotations.
ch~nge of knowleage, and we try to cut down the
. 12416. W~y 1 Because they are quite unre~ prIce of supplies by booking big orders.
.
hable.
'
12436. You buy off men who are in the co12417. Are they too low or too high?-I do ,operation and sell at a very small percentage
not know, I have not analysed them. I think added 1-No, we are not a buying agency. The
the returns do not deal with our district ..
association does not deal direct, but when we meet
12418. They deal. w~th .the average price, and together we try t~ arrange things and order a
that covers every dlstrwt1-WeIl, it.,may be cor- big line of lime, or cases, or re4 oil, for the purrect for down country, but it is not so for us. .
,pose Otf distributing the supplies amongst the
12419. Do you not think that fruit brings an memberA.
average price accorqing to its quality 1-Yes.
12437. And there are advantages in that
12420. And good fruit sells at higher prices
method
7-Yea.
all the time1-Yes . .
12438. Do you co-operate on the question Of
12421. Then it would be immaterial from
which district it came 1-II we are getting more price--for instance, in regard' to the jam manumoney, we say that that shows that our district facturers 1-N0, that has not been done to my
knowledge.
is producing better fruit.
'
1243.9. Why not-it would be for the purpose
12422. But you may be in the ~arket when
of
sellmg to men who are always watching how
peaches are plentiful there and other districts are
'the fruit is going on the market 1-Yes, I have
sending peaches down 1-J ust so.
often wondered why it is not d·one.
12423. Have 'you any idea how they fix t.he
wholesale, or the retail price in Melbourne. for the . 1~440. ~owmuc~ ,per t?n would peaches or
f~uit.
Supposing there is a fair average quan- apncots brmg for Jam-makmg purposes ?-Well,
tIty of, pead~es in the market in the morning, how I have not sold any peaches to the jam factories,
do they arnve at the price for them 7-1 think but I sold~ some apricots for that purpose for £14
ib is done' solely on the sound judgment of the per ton in"l\1elbourne.
12441. What firm did you sellthem to 7-The
n:ain agents. I ~hink they alter the price contmuously, accordmg to whether the market is Australian Jam Company-the A.J.e. Mr. Palfreyman is the manager of it, and 1:lhe firm'is in
being well supplied or not.
Chapel
street.
1242~. But wh.at about the opening price 112442. You have not sold any to the cannin u
There IS no openmg price. I think that follows
, factories 1 - N o . '
'"
on from, the day before.
,
12443.
Would
it
be
any
advantage
to
the
fruit12425. By Afr. Warde.-The closing price for
the d~y before then is the guide for the following growers to establish jam or canning factories for
mormng; because there must be some starting the purpose of utilizing fruit when there is a
point 7-1 think the guide is the amount of fruit glut 1-:-At t~e present time it would not pay us
.'
they know is coming down. We advise them by to go m for It.
12444.
But
I
mean
during
a normal season 1post, and if they, know there is a big lot coming
Not. whil~ the canning factories are capable of
down, the market will not rise.
.,
12426. By the Ghairmarrt.-There h~ve been dealmg WIth the amount tihat is produced.
great fluctuations in the market-it might vary , 12445. Do you not think there is any profit
from 63. or 7s. a case up to 25s. a case. Do you made from canning 1-Yes, an enormous profit..
12446. Do you not think that profit would be
get big variations like that in your returns from
as
well in the hands of the growers as the can~he a:gents 1-No, we have never heard of it varyning. factory proprietors ?-But while they are
mg lIke that for the same class' of fruit.
.12427. Still,. somebody must be making some- cannmg We are up to our eyes sen.ding the fruit
thmg oub of It. I have seen peaches in the, away.
12447. By l}fr. SnoVlbaU.-There is such a demarket selling at 258. a case, and the week before
they were 7s. a case. Is your agent a buyer as mand for your fresh fruit that you have no need
well as a seller 1-He is not supposed to b&-h6 to establish a canning factory ~-That is so.
12448. By Mr. H o{/an.-Does your association
is supposed to sell only on commission.
keep
a record of the increased area that is being
12428. You do not think 'that an agent should
plante.d wi~h Fruit trees in Victoria 1-No, only
be a buyer also 1-I think he should not.
,
12429. Do you tlhink it would be a ,good thing for thIS district.
12449. Do you not thinll: it would be advisable
to prevent them being buyers as well as sellers if
to do so 1-Yes.
.
we could 1-Yes.
. 12450. I suppose yO\! 'have a general know. 1'2430. Do you think it would be any advantage
If the people ' were to co-operate here with a view ledge that the,,~rea under fruit is increasing enorto putting their own fruit on the market in Mel- mously in Victoria 1-Yes.
12451. Have you any exact idea as to the i11bourne in their own ..stores 1-It is hard to give
an opinion on that because ,w." are not send.ing crea~e 1-N0, we know that all districts are somefruit down to ~Melbour;!l~ .jp.,,}}ig quantitlies eJlicept . what'"similar to ours, and that the area is inc;easint~apidly.
.
_IU
for about five months 'in th~;;Year.
.
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12467. How much would it hold in your best
12452. And the time is very rapidly approachgrade of peaches, for "specials" 1-,-::Wel!, I have
ing when you will have over-production 1-Yes.
12453. And as far as fresh fruit is concerned never weighed them, - but tJhey would weIgh 5 100.
that time is already in sight 7-Yes, there was a or 6 Ibs. less than the smaller peaches.
. 12468. What do you think they would weigh
glut in peaches last year.
12454. By the Chairman.-Would it not be a approximately 1-1 really could not. say ..
,12469. BJI Mr. Sn01lJball.-Would not 40 Ibs.
good idea to start a' cannery or jam-making factory before this glut arrives. If you have a glut be the average w'eight 7-No, I think that is
next year you will be looking for an opportunity rather lightl.
_ 12470. By the Ohairman.-In regard to fruit
then such as is now suggested. Is it not as well
to be prepared for it 7-W ell, some growers tlry diseases, have you any diseases here that are
and get over the difficulty by booking forward troubling you 7-We' have to contend with the
usual nests here.
contracts with the factories.
12471. If you get any pests affiicting the trees,
12455. But a forward contract is not very profitable as a rule, and it does not allow you to can you apply to the Department and get imget anything above the bare expenses, because mediate assistance. for the purpose of diagnosing
the cannery or jam-making factory is not going the particular disease 7-Yes, we have an inspec. to pay a big price when there might be a glut 7- tor coming round the district regularly .
12472. He comes ,to you without any trouble
Yes, but that works both ways.
on
your part 7-Yes.
12456. If you want to increase the possibilities
12473. What diseases have you in connection
of profit for the fruit-grower, I think he will have
with apricots or ,peaches----that is, eithe'r parasites
to prepare ahead in that manned-Yes.
or fungus diseases 7-We have the, peach aphis12457. By Mr. Snowball.-At present he pre- t!hat 'was more prevalent a year or so back than
fers to get somebody else to take the risk 7- it is now. Then we have curled-leaf, which is a
Yes.
fungus disease. We have the root-borer also.
12458. By Jlh'. ROll.qet.-Are there local jam
12474. You have not had much .trouble with
factories or canneries here 7-No. Swallow and diseases up to the presenP-Ye,s, tliey have been
Ariell stJ~rted a factory' at Mooroopna, but they a source of worry.
have given it up because they were unable to
12475. You have no new diseases here 7-No.
eontinue.
,The thrip wiped out a lot of the crops this year.
12459. What was the highest price that you got
12476. Did you find any remedy for it1-No.
for apricots sent to t.he factories 7-1 think £14
12477. Do you know that! the, Department says
was the highest.
there is a remedy if it is used early enough, by
12460. Do you know that \lP to £20 per ton which means thrip can be absolutely prevented 7was paid for them 7-No. but I tnink £16 was Well, I asked the Expert Entomologist in Melpaid in this district.
bourne, and he could give me no remedy for
12461. Would it not pay you to co,o}?erate and it.
12478. ,Not after the tree is in flower, but if
follow it up yourselves 7-1 daresay that! it would
pay, but I think that fruit-growing is anindustry you sprayed the trees bef9re the bud is broken
in itself, and our main aim is to supply fruit.
they say that would prevent it 1-1 have not tried
I
12462. By the Chainnan.-In regard to the that myself, but others have done so. Of course,
canneries we have had evidence from Mr. Clarke we may have tried our remedies too late, but we
to the effect that the canning of the fruit where have endeavoured here to com13ati every pest that
'
it was grown or near thereto makes all the differ- has made its appearanc:e.
12479. The Department helps you 1-Yes.
ence between a fine sweet product alld an inferior
12480. They. send inspectors rollnd to see into
product, and we want your opinion as to what
is the most profitable thing for the industry as the matter, and they do not spare any expense 1
a whole. Mr. Clark on Page 674 of this evidence -Well, they have not gone to any expense, but
recommends the establishment of canneries locally. they have a permanent inspector in the district.
In co-operation you want to try and save values
12481. There is no trouble about getting them
for the fruit,-grower. Would you make as much to help you 7-No.
hy canning the fruit or making it into jam, in
',rl3'
The witness withdlJ'elli.
your opinion, as by growing itf7-Well, we have
the instance here of Swallow & Ariell who had to
close down because they could not' make it pay
on account of the railway freights being against
Herbert Turnbull, sworn and examinea.
them.
. 12482. By the Ohairman.-Wha£ is your occu12463. But one Swallow does not make a summer, or an Ariell either, and because somebody pation 1-1 am an ,orchardist residing at Ardelse failed it does not follow thatJ the fruit- mona.
12483. How many acres have you 7-WeIl, we
growers would. Would it not. be more profitable
for the fruit-growers to do' it themselves than for have'a firm here, and we hold tre land between
another individual1-I think so. I think the us.
, sooner the fruitJ is put into the, cans the better
12484. What is the firm 1-'r'urnbull Bros.
it is for the article.
12485. How, many acres has the firm under
12464. We want to impresS people with the fruit 1-About 200 acres.
fact that you cannot find a market in a few years'
12486. What have, you got growing 7-Peaches,
tiJ?e unless provision is made in this way before- apricots, and pears.
hand 7-J ust so, and, I 'quite agree witlh you.
12481'. How many acres of peaches have you 1
12465. By Mr. Hogan.-In regard to the price , ~I could not tell you.
'12488. Would there be half 1-About that.
of peaches, you gave your average price as some12489. How many acres have you got under
where between 5s. 9d. and 6s. 2d. Is that for a
double case 1-Yes, the Imperial bushel case.
apricots 7-There would be about a quarter.
,. 12466. How many pounds would it MId 1-=12490. Do you grow-any plums 7-Just ~ few.

Well, it varies witl1 the kind

o~

fruit,

:"

12491. Any

gra.peH~-AboutJ
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12492., Can. you give 'us any .evidence that
would benefit the fruit industry and relieve the
consumer of the high charges he has to pay~-:I do not know that I can.
'
12493. By Mr. Snowball.-Things are going
fairly well here~-Yes, I think we want more factories here. I think we want as many factories
as we have orchards.
. 12494. That is for canning?-Yes, and pulping, and tiding us over the gluts.
.
12495. Do you think co-operation would be of
any benefit to you 1-Yes.
12496 .. Haye you co-operated at a1l1-Notyet,
but I think IU would be of advantage to us if we
could have a big pulping. plant in this district.
12497. Owned by the growers themselves~
Yes, or otherwise.
12498. What would be the advantages to you ¥
-Well, then we could put the fruit straight into
the tins.
'
12499. It would increase the production from
this district 1-Yes, ten times as much fruit would
be produced in the next few years.
12500. Do you know anything about the conditions of sending to market to-day 1-Yes.
12501. Are they suitable to you and the district 1-1 think so.
12502. Do you suffer from frost 7~Yes.
12503. What do you use for it 1-Nothing.
12504. Then it is not severe f-Well, we have
had severe frostls, but we have not been forced to
do anything ye&.
12505. Rave you any wind-breaks around your
orchards 1-No.
12506. Do you think they would be of any a,d·
vantage in connection with the frosts 1-Well, 'I
have not had any experience of them.
12507. In Califo,rnia, in order to protect the
citrus trees, they put up a line of eucalypts, and
then about 12 feet away a line of pepper trees,
and they find that it acts hot only as l!- break,wind, but also as a frost-break 1-We have not
'had any experience of that.
12508. By Mr. Warde.-Rave, you ever hail a
complete tailure of a portion of the crop, or the
whole of the crop, through frosts1-Yes, two or
three years ago we had a failure with the vines.
12509. But with reference to peaqhes or apricots, have you ever had them comp1etely destroyed
that way 1-Well, we never know to what) extent
the frost is responsible for the harm. We have
M":,,er had a complete failure altogether.
12510. The frost has never been a serious
~enace to the district ?-No.
12511. You have suffered from it, but not seri·o.usly enough tlo make you co.nsider so.me steps
fo.r remedying it~-Well, it was serious enDugh
some years ago, when it wiped o.ut nearly all our
:rines. Some growers have found that 'Oy plDughmg up the grDund about a mDnth befo.rehand the
frost is not so. severe.
J2512. It was sufficiently serious then to make
you consider some steps to counteract i£7-Yes.
12513. Have you any knowledge Df the diseases
attacking fruit in this district 1-Yes, . we have
the black aphis and the San Jose (red) scale.
12514. You ~re using the Drdinary remedies of
the Department for those diseases 7-Yes.
12515. Does the Department heip YDU without
any trDuble on your part 1-Yes.
12516. You can get any assistance you require
from the Agricultural Department ?.......:Yes.
12517: Can you get advances from the Government tD~day on the orchards, for the purpose of
settlement 1-No, I do not know anything about
that.

12518. Or for making dams, for instance, for
conserving the wated-We have not thought of
that.
12519. By Mr. Rou!J6t.-Have you found any
difficulty in disposing of your fruit in any way t Yes, when the train is delayed, for instance.
12520. On tlhe questu.on of railway facilities
have you any difficulty in Dbtaining sufficient
.trucks 1-Yes, that is constantly the difficulty,
especially with some stationmasters. We get some
who make a terrible muddle of it.
12521. Have you tJo give any particularnotioo
to the Railway Department ?~Yes, if we are
going to. cDnsign a big line to Sydney we have
to give them a day or two notice.
12522. Under those conditions have you found
any difficulty in getting IDuvre trucks7-Well,
sometimes we have 00 put up with the Drdinary
open trucks.
, 12523. Does that occur often 1-Yes.
12524. Have you complained to the CDmmissioners 1-Yes.
12525. Have they offered any remedy?-They
say they are very sorry.
12526. Have you sent a considerable pDrtiDn
of your stuff to. the \Vestern Market ?-Yes.
12527. Do YDU sell direct flo the Melb(}urne
factories 7-Yes.
12528. By Mr. Warde.-You say that you have
abDut 200 acres of hind under fruit ?-Yes.
12529. What other quantity of land have you
besides that 1-1 think we have about 300 acres.
12530. Is that suitable for orchard purposes 1Mostly.
12531. Is it your intention to. put that land
under fruit ?-It has been, but we are rather
dubious now.
12532. What are you doing with it at the present time ?-Cropping it.
_
12533. Your intention is to use it YDurselves
o.r to subdivide, it and sell itt-Well, we did
think of keeping it ourselves, It all d;;;pends on
the demand. At the present time we think there
ought to. be more canneries here. There are not
half enough canneries to: tide us Dver any glut
that may occur.
12534. What is the value of this land in the
Ardmona district that is fit for Drchard' purpDse's
~tliat is, taking it unplanted 1-About £30 per
acre.
12535. Taking a fairly well improved Drchard
about six or seven years old on the land, what
would be the value then approximatelyt-Well, .
on the actual sales SDme have brought £75 -per
acre, Or £90 per acre.
12536. What would be a fair average price7I suppose it would be somewhere about £80 fDr
a real gDDd one.
12537. At the present prices do you find fruitgrDwing a fairly profitable occupation fDr a man
to be engaged in 1-We have found it so. up to
the present.
12538. You are satlisfied that i~ is a profitable'
industry ~-We have been satisfied with it.
12539. And, generally speaking, this settlement bears the reputation Df being- successful.
You would say that it is profitable, to the men
who are engaged in the industry here~-Yes.
12540. By Mr. Mitchell.-There is an Act of
Parliament at the present time making provision
for the erection of .cool stores for holding fruit
and Dther purposes under a Government loan to
be repaid Dver a long period. That is to make it
possible fDr a fruit. centre like Arcimona, for instance, to erect its own CODl store by forming a,
trust. I know that you do not want a cool store,
but in YDur opinion wDuld it be an advantage
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to the district if canneries were included in this
Act, so that canneries could be established under
the same conditions 1-Well, I do not know;
perhaps so.
12541. Would you form a trust, and tihe Government could make it possible for you to establish a cannery under those condibions 1-Yes,
personally, but I would not like any help from
th", State.
12542. By 111r. Warde.-The Government is
only advancing the money, and you pay it back;
it is only getting cheap money~-Well, I suppose it might be all right.
12543. By Mr. 8nowball.-Do you think there
would be no difficulty in getting the money from
the growers 1-1 do not. know. I think it would
be pretty hard.
12544. By Mr. Mitchell.-If it is desired to
form a cannery t.hen, this Act would be an advantage to you if it were extended to canneries?
-Yes.
. The witness 1.Uithdrew.

Anton Lenne, sworn and examined.
12545. By the Oh,airman.-Wha:t, is your occupation 1-1 am a fruit-grower.
12546. Where is your orchard situated 1Opposite here, and distributed all over the district.
12547. How many acres have you under fruit ~
-Directly, 120, and indirectily 200.
12548. What would be your principal fruit 1Ohiefly peaohes, apricots, land pears. I have
some small lines of figs, grapes, plums, prunes,
loquats, and citrus fruits.
12549. How long have you been fruit-growingl-Since 1893.
. 12549A. Have you succeeded in finding a profitable market for the fruit ?~N ot always, we
have had bad times here.
12550. How often would those occur l-Twice
in the last 25 years we have had what you might
term a crisis, when, we could not marke·t our stuff
profitably.
12551. To what do you attribute that l-Overproduction. When the times are bad, fruit being
a luxury, is not used so much. It is cut out of
the 6v.ery-day diet by station companies and
other people with a large number of employees.
They regard it as a luxury, and the consequence
is that canned fruit is not wanted so much OD.
account of the decreased consumption.
12552. That may be brought' about by the
fact that a good many hands handle tho fruit
in the interval before it reaches these people,
which makes the price so much more ?-It. might
he that, but I would not say so. I think it is
simply that fruit is considered a luxury hy most
consumers. It should not be considered in that
light-it should be an article of diet.
12553. How do the railways handle your fruft 1
--Well, I may say that we have had a lot of
trouble off and on with the railways here. It
depends simply on the stationmaster having
enough experience and knowledge. When Mr.
Tait was in office we had occasion several times
to go to him, and he was always ready to help
us if we could show any case. At Seymour, instead of the Railway Department taking particular care witlh the peTishable produce, they
havB neglected to do so with the trucks that
arrive from the different points. Mr. Tait found
out that that was so. That was o'ne of the,'.principal complaints, that the fruit, instead of going
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straight on to Spencer-street, would he s4unted
off there and left for another train. Then when
the fruit does get to Spencer-street it gets into
the shunting yards there,. and sometimes our
agents are there at 5 o'clock OT 6 o'clock in the
morning tlO get the fruit, but they may find that
the truck is down the yard and they cannot get
near it. I have gone into the Western Market
on a Saturday morning in the height of the grape
season at 1l.30 a.m., and found that; my fruit
was just arriving then. Mr. Millis was my a/!,~mt
at the time, and he said to me, "There you are,
there is your fruit just coming in now." In that
case that would mean missing a whole market
for me. Than fruit should have been delivered
at 5 0' clock in the morning. Mr. Millis told me
then that he could have sold every hit of that
fruit for 6s. or 7s. per case, but as it was it had
to he stored until the Monday morning, and he
could only get about 3s. 6d.
12554. Has that occurred frequently 7-Yes,
especially at the end of the week. The Saturday
market is very much missed in the grape season.
12555. Has it ioccu'rred more than once O<r
twice 7-Yes, I have had complaints half a dozen
tiimes during the last grape season.
12556. By Mr. Warde.-How long does the
Beason last 1-About two or three months, and
in the apricot season the fruit is very ctelicafe,
and we have the same complaints about the delay. Then in regard to the Sydney trraffic, we
find that considerable delay takes place at Albury.
The New South Wales people say the Victorian
authorities are to blame, and the Victorian
authorities blame the New South Wales, so I oan
never get any satisfaction.
12557. What kind of satisfaction did you get
from the Commissioners in regard to these delays generally 1-We found that we could get
fairly good satisfaction as long as Mr. Tait was
in office, but since then we have not been getting
80 much.
i2558. What satisfaction would you get 7Well, he would say, "It is no use coming here
with hearsay statements. If you give me the date
and the hour of th", occurrence I will inquire
into it." He put a man on at Seymour whose
duty it was to see that these trains were broken
up and graded afresh and that the perishables got
away first, and as long as that man was there we
hardly had a complaint.
12559. By Mr. Hogan.-Has that policy been
abandoned since 7-1 could not say.
12560. By the Chairman.-Still, you are not
getting the same satisfaction now 1-No, and there
is the delay at Spencer-stJreet, The agents sometimes cannot get the fruit although it is there.
12561. Do you consign to·Sydney1-Yes.
12562. Have you found any difficulty between
Albury and Wodonga 7-Well, sometimes the
trucb are delayed, especially at Christmas time
and very often our trucb of apricots arrive there
in an absolutely hopeless condition.
12563. That increases the price in the market,
because there is so much fruit that has to be condemned, and less fruit availahle~-Wen, it simply makes that fruit valueloos if it is delayed
for a certain period, and the grower has to suffer
the loss.
12564. By Mr. Warde.-You would nat have
any complaint if the only effect were to increase
the price of your fruit in the market 1-It might
increase the price in the market generally, but
the damage strikes, the individual who sends that
fruit.
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12565. So that.· the
a. whole is
fi~ 1-Well, I d:o not say thrt. If the stuff is
gomg to a faotory, of course it would not affect the
market much.
I
12566. By the Chairman.~If you consign a
lot of fruit for sale, and it arrives in a bad COndition, that cannot benefit thel man who is sending it 1-No.
12567. But it puts up the price to the consumed-Yes, it is absolute waste.
12568. Have you complain6d to the Railway
Commissioners about it 1-Yes.1
. 12569. With what result7~re get help sometImes.
125.70. How do they assist you-by simply
making things more expeditioJs 7-Yes, they say,
"We will inquire into it," ahd sometimes that
is all you hear; but Mr. Tait rlsed to inquire into
it always.
'
,
I
12571. Mr. Tait not only inquired into it, I
~uppose, but he. remedied your Igrievance. Is that
ItT-Yes, t\hat IS correct:
12572. How do you find th~ price in the Syd'~
ney market as compared with Melbourne 7-1
think it is far better.
I
'
12573. By h~w much per cf1<nt 7-Well, on the
whole I think' it would 00 a'bout 15 per cent.
better tJhan the Melbourne brahch for our class of
stuff. . ,
I
12574. That is, about 3s. in the pound1.2...Yes,
that is, of late years; but we have only been on
the Sydney market for about four Or five years.
We never knew it was there at one time; ifue
agents used to trade there.
12575. How does the frui~ go from here t<:>
Sydney 7-It goes from here to Mangalore, and
then up the north-eastern lin~ to Sydney.
'12576. You have never consigned any by boat7
-Yes, but it is a round-abol.It method, and it
takes too much handling.
I
12577. By Mr. TVarde.-The freight would be
cheaper 7-It might be a shadle cheaper by boat.
but" tIIle deterioration in the quality of the fJ;11it
would not warrant it.
'I "
J~578. By the Cha-irman:-rhe Sydney market
is.Jnor~ profitable to you 1-~es, we think it is
more up-to-date; the agents are, too.
12579. Is the quantit.y of ffuit increasing that
it going there1-Yes, every ybr.
12580. What fruits do you !lend there 7-Pears,
peaches, and apricots.
I
12581. Do you send any figs or grapes 1-N0, it
is only of late years that they have allowed our
grapes into New South Walesl
12582. By Mr. TVarde.-Inl what way do you
reckon the agent.g are more uprto-date in Sydney 1
-They have a better business way, they have
better returns, and: we get adiised more quickly.
12583. By the Chairman.-But there are the
same agents in Sydney as at IJl.felbourne. There
are Moss & Company and M-illis,
and
the same
I
'
crowd: generally 1-WeU, we find· that tJhe Sydney
agents
when the season is Busy
will send you
,
I '
advice by telegram more frequ,ently.
12584. By Mr. Wa,rde.-To what effect 1-As
to what the different fruits ar~ fetching.
.
12585. HI! the Chairma/!h.-,:Do you not get advice from tl}le Mel bburne men Iprom ptly 1....:.....No.
12586. One of the previoll;> witnesse~ told us
that when he sent qis fruit down he got his returns within a week ?-Well, las soon as our stuff
arrives in Sydney in the morning, and the market
is opened and a few cases sdld, the" agent there
.advises us. "Your stiu/1 ,~pld ~t so much per case
to-day." He 'might s~ll it'.I!l-t 10 o'clock, and
we would know by 11, and tihe.t give!; us a. hand
in t,he gam".

I

12587. Have you asked your own ag~nt here to
send long returns like that ?-Y 00, and they will
not do it.
12588. Is there anything else1-Yes, I wish to
say that I have been fruit-growing here for 25
years, and the same market facilities exist in
Melbourne now as were provided then.
12589. By Mr. SnowbaZl,-The conditions are
no better now than they were 25 years ago 1No, and for every acr~ under fruit then td:tere
.must be 150 now. The grower loses, a lot in the
value of his fruit by the transportation from the
railway station to the market.
Our Western
Marketi is like an oven. and if the fruit is there
for any length of tim!? it deteriorates very
quickly. I think it is high time we had a market
with railway facilities. We are not particular as
to where it should be, but we think itl is high time
the Government, if it is going to carry out its
policy of settling people on the land, should give
fruit, growers a good market.
12590. Where do you suggest t.he market should
be in Melbourne ?-Well, there is a lot of difficulty about that point. I would like to' See it
down in Richmond. We first thought -it should
be nearer Melbourne on the St. Kilda-road, but
the difficulties were so great in regard to connecting it up with the railways there that it was
not ,considered advisable, and now I am of opinion
t.hat if tJhe old Victoria Market took in a portion
of the old cemetery it would make a very nice
spot. You could enlarge the Victoria Market
then and bring it up-to-date.
12591. You would take in the old oemet-ery 1Yes, I think t,hat would be a good idea. '
12592. Do you consider th'ewant of railway
communication to the Victoria Market a serious
drawback ?-Yes.
'
12593. Then why do you commend that site seeing that there is no railway communication there ¥
-Because it is very easy to connect it with a
railway.
12594. You think if that site were ado-pted
there should be some means of getting railway
communication to it 1-Yea.
12595. Is not that a great difficulty1-No, not
as difficult as the other site that was chosen. This
would he an easy matter, in my opinion-that is,
the connection of the present Victoria Market
with Spencer-street.
12596. By the Chairrnan.-It would not be a.
very 6(l.sy matter, but it would be as easy as the
other. It would have to be brought in by a tun~
-nel, otherwise it would have to cross the whole
of the north suburban line 1-We do not know
anything about that, and we do not care' where
the markeb is as long as it, is centraTIy situated
for the consumer, and provided with railway communication.
12597. Yes, I agree with you, and the Railway
Standing Committee has reported within the last
two or three weeks that it can be hrought in. You
think the Government or somebody ought to provide a large central market where the fruit could
be brought right in by railway 1-Yes, and that
would work in witlh the policy of the Government
in connection with closer settlement. We have
been agitating about a market now for 20 years.
12598. Is there any other matted-Yes, and
that is ,in connection with barrowmen', who are
tllle means of handling fruit from the grower to
t.he consumer in the cheapest way. When the
barrowmen were allowed in Swanston-street, a.
man coming away from his work could get o~e
shilling's worth of fruit to take home to hIS
family, and if he ha.d six children every one'tof
them would gl1t ~me sort of a. feed from tlha.t
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12613. Would it not be an effective and simple
fruit. If that man is forced to "go into Swanstonstreet shops and buy fruit at 6d. or 7d. a lb., he way if he supplied you with the name of the
will not get it, because he cannot afford iv. We buyer, and you could write to the buyer if yo,u
want to grow food and supply it of good quality were doubtful ?-Yes, I think it would answer,
though if he were supposed to have a record, I
B;s cheaply as possible, altd we also want to supIJly
it SO that men will not regard fruit as a luxury. would not recommend that it be put on the reA man who wants to go 1lo a Swanston-street turns.
shop and buy fruit may do so, but we want the
12614. By the Cha"irman.-You think he should
working man to be able to get it in the cheapest keep a record for inspection when demanded 7possible way, which we consider is through the Yes.
barrowman on the streets. Taking them off the
12615. Supposing fruit is quoted in the newsstreets has robbed the working man of a diet paper at lOs. per case-you do" not generally get
that is good and' wholesome, and it robs the pro- more than the newspaper quotation-and supposducer of his dues. They say, "\Ve cannot have ing you knew you could not get first-grade fruit
these fellows on the street because they swear and under 15s., would you say that somebody was
rob the people." Well, I say you can cure that making 5s. between you and the buyer of the
by giving them a licence. Let them "pay £5 a fruit 1-Yes.
month ·or. any other sum. '''Ie do not want them
12616. Do you not think that is a common octo have to pay that much, but we think they currence in Mernourne in the sale of articles 1should be given a certificate and licensed.
It may be in a small way, but I do not think it
12599. You think that would be a great advan- is in the wholesale way.
tage to the fruit-grower 1-Yes.
12617. The retailers are complaining that they
12600. And you say you could bring your fruit have to pay considerably more than what the
more quickly into the, hands of the public by that growers tell us they are receiving~what remedy
means than by any other 1-Yes, and then again would you apply to that 1-You would not have
the barrowmen would sell 20 cases of fruit where a remedy. unless you co-operated, and had your
a shopkeeper would sell only five.
own agent.
.
1260l. Is your district solidly in favour of that
12618. BUD if a man preferred to go to his own
proposition 1-Yes.
agenP-Well, there might be a remedy this way
12602. In regard to the agents and their re- -you have market inspectors, and some day you
turns of the sales, do they give you the name of could arrange to make a raid on the plarket, and
the buyed-I daresay they would if we wished say to a man, "How much is such and such a
it, but they do not do so generally.
fruiU" and when he tells you, make a record
12603. Do you think it would be an advantage of that, and so on with each different one. You
if you were to get ,that information 1-1 do not could. go round the whole market. Then, if yon
think so.
liked, that could be traced, and if the agent was
12604. If they only returned you a statement shown to be. dishonest in his returns, he could be
showing so much received per case, they might-- dealt with.
I do not say they do--give any return they
12619. How1-By compa):ing his price with the
choose. There seems to be a very big discrepancy price the fruit was sold at, you would easily find
to my mind bet/ween the price that the public are out if he were dishonest, and you could deal witb,
paying for fruit in MeJbourne, and' the price the him.
growers are getting 1-Yes,- I quite agree with
12620. By Mr. IIogan.-Have you ever heard
you, bu t I think the grower has his remedy. As
of
that heing done1-No.
"
soon as he loses confidence in his agent he can
1262l. By the Chairman.-The member for
change him.
12605. Do you think there is any difference in Grenville, Mr. Chatham, said in the VictOrian
the change-do 'you think that cures the evil¥- Parliament that, he had sent some cases to an
Sometimes, and sometimes he may get a worse agent to sell, and he also sent a man to buy them.
The man hought them at 415. 3d. per case, while the
agent.
12606. Do you think it would be any advan- agent sent Mr. Chatham a return showing that
tage if you were to compel him to return the they were sold at Is. 9d. per case. The previous
member for this district, Mr. Graham, also made
name of the purchaser and the price 1-No.
12607. Why 1-It would only be more clerical several statements in .the Victorian Parliament
work for the agent, and we would be booked with about the way he had been taken down in that
tht'l cost. I am quite satisfied with the way things respect 1-You can provide for that by having a
severe penalty in the. case of any man doing a
are going.
"
12608. By Mr. Snowball.-You are satisfied thing like t.hat.
12622. By Mr. lIogan.-The remedy, to my
you are getting honest returns 1-Y 00, otherwise
mind', 'would be to make the agent supply the
I would not give the agent my fruit 110 ·sell.
12609. By the Chairman.-But you know at name of the buyer on the account sales. Do you
cases where they are not satisfied with the re- know that the cattle salesmen at Newmarket have
turns 1-Yes; bu-t in those cases they have their to do that. They show not only the price, but
also the names of the purchasers on the· account
remedy-they can change their· agent.
12610. By Mr. IIogan.-Have you any way of sales. The graziers demanded that that should
ascertaining at present whether the agent did be done some fifteen years ago, and they have
receive the price whiGh the purchaser pays for been getting that information ever since ~-The
the fruit 7-1 could go do,wn and ask him if I only difference would be that you would have to
had any suspicion that he had not treated me state the quantity so often, and then, again, cattle
are more valuable that fruit. Of course, if the
.honest.ly.
12611. Do you 1lhink he would tell you 7-1 quantity were a ton, it might make it wortlh while.
12623. But it does not matter whether the
think so, yes.
12612. But that is a pretty roundahout way.. to cattle are sold singly or otherwise--the name of
go down to Melbourne and become' a pol~ceman the purchaser has to be furnished just the same 1
afiq ,trace it up yourself ?-That is all th~ Nm~dy -Well, if you are only sending tWQ Qt' thr~ C!l/l~!i
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12624. How much would it be, do you think~
I know it would increase the expense, but I could
not say how much.
12625. Is there anything elss1-Yes; there \s
another point. I think the presentJ orchard inspector should have more power than he has.
When it is proved, or found out, that a person
has a certain disease in his orchard, the place is
not dealt with effectively at the
time, and
I think the inspector should have power to engage
men, and charge the owner of the orchard with
the expense instead of allowing him to say, "Yes.
I am going to spray," but he does not do so. 1
think the inspector should have more power behind him, and he should be able to say, " If you
do not spray within a week, I will do it for you,
and charge it to you." That would touch up the
men who have orchards that are not run for commercial purposes, such as the private orchards.
The commercial man has to attend to his properly. The remedy, as I say, would be for the
inspector to have power to deal with the matter.
12626. By Mr. SnowbaZl.-I think there is that
power provided now. If he does not remove the
pest within so many days, the inspector may, at
the" expense of the orchardist, go in and do it 1Well, that power is not exercised.
12627. You think they should exercise their
powers more stringently ¥-Yes; when a man
proves himself to be lukewarm in that respect, it
is nO't only his own loss in the orchard, but also a
loss for his neighbours.
12628. By Mr. llUtchell.-In your 'opinion, you
think it would he no advantage to have the buyer's
name on the account sales ¥-That is my private
opinion.
12629. By l1fr. Rmtget.-Supposing you sold
200 cases of fruit to an agent-he may sell 100
cases in the \Vestern Market, and 100 cases to a
jam factory-have you ~ny opportunity of knowing whether that fruit actually went to a jam
factory 1-No.
-12630. I sunnose you are aware that a lot of
fruit which goes to the Western Market goes to a
jaIl! factory 7-Yes.
f12631. And they never notify you of the quantity sold there ¥-No.
12632. By the Chairman.-What hour 'dO' you
think would be the most suitable to have a fruit
train arnvmg at Spencer-street 1~Before six
o'clock in the morning, and, at the latest, seven
o'clock. If the train does not get there by six
ojclock, we lose the morning's market.
12633. What time is the train timed to. arrive
there now ~-I could not say. It is a goods train,
and it should be there at six. They make us put
the fruit on by four in the afternoon, and they
have from then until 6 o'clock in the morning,
and if they cannot convey it 110 miles !n that
time they ought to shut IIp shop.
12634.
the Chairman.-The trucks should
be made available for the lorries to take delivery
of the fmit at 6 o'clock in the morning rather
than that the train should be there, because it is
no use if the train is there and the fruit is not
available ~-1hat is so; sometimes the train is
there, but it might just as well be at Mooroopna.
12635. By Mr. Mitckell.-What is your opinion
in regard to the Government making it possible
ror you to construct a tTUst to establish a cannery 1
-Well, we have tried co-operation, and we wer.s,
heavy losers. In my opinion, you cannot beat
private enterprise for each individual industry.
Weare fruit~growers:-we are not canners or jam
mahiIfacturers. Fruit-growing is an industry in
itself which tJakes up the whole tiine of a man, and

ny

canning work and pulping is another industry,
and it needs a man's whole attention. I should
think that, in a prosperous country like thisand it is the best country in the world for making
profit-in order to create a good commercial busness of any value, you want a good man at the
head, a manager who should command at least
£2,000 a year. If you get a manager at less than
that, he is no good. It requires a man of tip-top
value. to make an undertaking like that a success.
12636. You do not think it is possible for cooperation to make it a success 1-No; we have
tried co-operation, and failed.
12637. By the Chairman.-But because you
failed, it does not follow that no one else can
succeed 7-No. I say that in It prosperous country like this, any man with a head on him ought
to be able to "knock out £1,000 It year.
12638. When fruit is cheap, It cannery would
get any amount of it, but when it is dear it
would go elsewhere, unless you have co-operation,
when that would not occur 1-In co-operation, you
would need to be acguainted with all the details
of trade very fully, and, I think, for the first ten
years you would have a terrible uphill fight. You
would have to fight your way in amongst all the
others that were in the market.
,)2639. If you were in the jam manufacturing
line, you would have to fight a comhine7-Yes.
12640. Would it not be as well for the fruitgrowers to get the profits from jam-making and
canning instead of letting it go to private indio
viduals !-Yes.
J
12641. If a private individual can run one' of
those places, why should not the co-operation be
able to !-A private individual does not work it
himself; he gets a manager to do it for him. It
would" need a big capital behind it, and I would
not favour it. It requires a high degree O'f skill
also.
12642. You think it would be as well if outlets
were provided, though, for your surplus fruit 1Yes.
.
12643. Do you not think it would be as well
for you to do it yourselves 7-1 am afraid if we did
we would have to neglect our business.
12644. You see the jam manufacturers and cannery proprietors would cut dovm your price when
fruit was plentiful, but they would still get the
same profit from the public 1-That is not my experience.
12645. One of your witnesses said tbat the price
of fruit for use at the canneries or jam factories'
was £14 per ton, and lVIr. Rouget says that they
were getting £20 to £24 per ton for the same
thing, so you were cut down: Would it not have
been better for yon to have. made that profit yourselves 1-N0; I think that when we get a price, it
pays us handsomely for our fruit, we are satisfied.
If another fellow can make a profit as well, or a
little more than us, I would say good luck to him.
I would like to see competition.
12646. Where are you going to' get (''Ompetit10n
from-from the jam ring and the fruit ring, with
Mr. Palfreyman at the head of it1-WelI, I am
satisfied with the returns I am getting. Other
canneries would 'spring up if the canning industry
proved to be so very successrul.
12647. Taylor Brothers' factory in New South
Wales, and also in Victoria, is meeting with
violent competition rrom the people of whom Mr.
Palfreyman is.the head. They are trying to crush
them out because they insist on giving tins of a
reasonable size, and cutting down the price of
plum jum supplied to the consume·r 1-Well,. t4at
is where your energy could find an outlet.
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12648. By Mr. Snowball.-Under the Vegetation Diseases Act, fourteen days has to be allowed
an owner to treat any disease or pest that is in
his orchard.
Would you recommend that that
period be short€ned~--Yes.
12649. Y pu think it is too long 1-Yes. It depends, to a certain extent, on the weather .. I
think he should be notified to remedy it within
one week
12650. Is that the general feeling-that the
period provided in the Act is too long ?-WeIl, I
did not know that such a clause existed.
We
were not aware that the Act made it compulsory.
I suppose fourteen days is reasonable.
The witness ~withd1'ew.

Ernest Young, sworn and examined.

12651. By the Oha.ifmiVn.-What are you 1I am an orchardist.
12652. How much land have you got 1-Well, I
work with my brot.her, and we have about 350
acres, of which about 250 acres are planj;ed with
trees.
12653. What is your principal fruit 1-Peaches,
pears, and apricots. We have a few prunes, and
10 or 15 acres of grapes.
12654. You have heard the previous evidence 1
-Yes.
12655. Can you tell us anything fresh that
would be Of benefit to the fruit-growers in the
district, or in 'regard to increasing the facilities
between the consumer and the grower 1-N 0; I
think the subject has been pretty well thrashed
out, and I do not think I can add anything.
12656. Is there anything special in regard to
any form of disease that your trees suffer from 1No; but we have our share of the usual pests.
12657. You have not got any special information about those diseases 1-N o.
12658. Well, in regard to the assistance that
could be given to· the producers, have you anything to suggest 1-1 am of opinion that, in respect to the assistance that might be given to the
settlers on. the land, the Closer Settlement Act
does not exactly help the right man. Under the
. Act, I think toO' much capital was required for a
good many of the blocks that were made available., whereas a man might have had experience,
but not enoue-h ready cash. I think the payments
they are required to make for the first two or three
years should be greatly modified, or transferred
altogether to the end of the lease.
.12659. I think that weak point has been overcorq.e by the fact that the first three, four, or five
years' payments may be transferred to the end of
the, lease t~I did not know that.
12660. There is a vast difference between
orchard land and cultivation land-do you think
the advances made on orchard land should be
much greater than in the case of cultivation land
-you see, it takes more to put the land into an
orehard as compared ..ith cultivating it ?-That
is so.
12661. Can you recommend anything in regard
to lending money on orchard lands ~-N 0; because
it would all depend on the man you had to deal
with.
12662. B'li Mr. Snowball.-Because a poor man
might in one year ruin a property 1-Yes. that is
so.
12663. Do you think it would be an advantage
to have a canning factory here for times of glut 1
-Yes, it would be an advantage in times of glut;
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but one great obstacle is the labour questionthat
to get enough labour in the dist.rict to
run the factory, and I think that is one of the
main reasons why Swallow and Adell had to give
up their place, where the work done was mostly
pulping.

The witness w·ithdrew.

J ames Dundas Simson, sworn and examined.
12664. By the Chair711an.'--YOu have heard the
previous evidence 1-Yes.
12665. Is there anything at all that you would
like to add to it 1-1 think they have gone through
the details; but there is Ol1e point Oil which T
mig,ht speak, and that is Mr. Mitchell's proposition regarding a cannery. I do not say that it
is necessary at present until the Government supplies us with a railway line. Several years ago
we made a proposition to run a cockspur line from
here to Ardmona, and we guaranteed 4 per cent.
interest and 2 per cent.. for a. sinking fund and
working expenses.
They ,turned the proposition
down, although the money was guaranteed.
12666. Did that proposition go before the Railways Standing Committee 1-Yes; we had them
here.
12667. How long ago was that 1-That was
two years ago. We have brought the matter up
again with that proposition; and with an extension to Wyuna. We are badly in need of railway
facilities here.
12668. The additional facilities would not be
of any use' to you if the Railway Department did
not guarantee that they would bring the fruit to
the market at the time you wanted it 'there. It
is said tbat, under Mr. 'Tait, things improved to
some extent, but they have since lapsed back into
t~e same old way1-Yes.
12669. Can you suggest anything in the way
of improving the railway facilities1-Well, jf we
had this line. we could make up a purely fruit
train; it would no,t be a mixed train.
In the
busy season we could send away sixteen trucks
of fruit from here, which is a train load.
12670. By 111r. Sno'w~all.-Would that be every
day1-No.
12671. Regularly 1-Yes; for a. period of one
month, say from the middle of December to the
middle of January.
12672. You think that with a purely fruit train
they would be able to take the fruit in more
speedily than at present 1-They ought to be
able to.
12673. Would this. line you are suggesting,
then, help the fruit-growers by enabling them to
get a purely fruit train 1-Yes.
12674. But in a large period of. the year this
line would De of no consequence 1-The proposition
'we made was that we guar3.uteed them 6 per cent.,
but they did. not take it on. . A c~ckspur' line
would be of great assistance in these districts j it
w.ould provide a centre here, also, where you
could establish a factory.
12675. Have you considered the question of the
delivery of fruit by post-if you were to get orders
through the post for your fruit, do you think you
could have it standardized properly, so that a
housewife ordering fruit for jam-making or table
consumption would be able to get a uniform
quality 1-1 would not entertain the !retail business at all, because it is too hard to collect the
money.
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12676. But in this case the money comes in beforehand ~-Well, we deal in big lots, and we cannot be bothered in writing out dockets, sending
'one case here and another one there. It is just
~as easy to write out a docket for 500 cases as for
one.
,
, 12677. But a lot of people would be glad to
get that facility ~-Well, let them go to the retailers.
I do not want to entertain the trade.
Perhaps others are willing to take it, and, if
they are, let< them have it.
i2678. Is there anything else ?-No; only the
fact of having the barrowmen abolished in the
~lelbourne streets is a great drawback to us, because they were of great helD to the industry.,
, 12679. By Mr. Sno'wball.-You think that great
facilities should be provided for you in that way 1
-Y~S.
One hundred barrows would go through
20 tons of 'fruit in a day, which 'would not be
sold otherwise, and would' become a glut on the
market. The <!Ity council does not seem to have
any objections to filling the st,reetS with' newsvendors and all sorts of nuisances about the footpaths s~l1ing other things. In the city now there
are a lot of little news kiosks.
12680. How many of them are there 1-'-Well,
there are four or five in Swanston-street.
, 12681. Where abouts 7-There is one at the corner of Bourke-street and Swanston-street; there is
one in front of the Cathed,ralj there is one up there
by Lonsdale-street: and there is one near the Town
Hall.
,
12682. I think there are only three 1-Well,
any way, thefe are not three fruit stands in Swanston-street.
, 12683. But there are about fifty fruit barrows
standing in Queen-street all day 1-Yes; but they
are not in the right position there.
12684. 'rhere are other barrows elsewhere,around
the, city alsd-Yes; but there should be fifty or
100 of them in the city travelling about.
12685. Well an officer of the Government was
not strong eno~gh to torce that practice in against
the city counciI1-Well, I think it should be
allowed.

it would be advisable for the Government to
assist us in PlJtting up another' cannery is another
question.
12692. By 'Mr. Snowball.-The Government
will not do it unless you are prepared to tB;ke the
risk in connexion with the matter 1-QUlte so.
It may come to that later on j but up to the present we do not seem to require it. In the near
future it is very probable that it will have to
come.
The district is increasing in the area
planted under fruit.
12693. By the Chairman.-There seem to. be
very large areas of land held in this district for
fruit-growing 1-Yes j we came here" twenty-three
or twenty-four years ago, and the land was the~
divided up into small blocks, and the result ultlmately has been that a very large propor~ion of
those who took up the blocks failed, 'or dId not
like the business, and 'they sold to others, and we
have all been buying them out gradually in that
matter. The same thing will ,happen every time
in new areas. The failures will drop (Jut, and the
successful men will take their places--that is, if
you allow' them to, and we think it is a great mis~
take if you an-e not going to allow them to: Moreover, we are now' in the position to have It ,lot
of labour constantly in demand, thus lessenIng
the unemployment.
12694. By Mr. Hogan.-What is about the
average size of an orchard 1-Well, some are small
and some are large. There are a few small ones
running from about 10 to 15 acres.
12695. Could you tell me, on the average, how
many men 10 acres of orchard would find employment fad-Well, I do not think,!e have got any
orchards so small as 10 acres.
12696. Well, take it for 20 acres 1-There are It
few of them but the owners mostly do their own
w~rk. So~~times they employ one or two hands;
but in the fruit-picking 'season they would employ
a great many.
12697. What would be the average number of
men employed on a 20-acre block throughout the
year 1-The proportion is about one man. to 15
acres.--that is, outside the owner, and outSIde the
. ;'''\
fruit-picking season.
,
The 1vitness wit7~dre'w .
12698. By ,Mr. Mitchell.-The result of your
accum ulation has not resulted in the land here
going out of use-it is all worked to its. fullest
extent 1-Yes.
Henry Pickwo,rth, sworn and exaII!ined.
12699. By the Chairman.-The cultivation of
12686.
the Chairman.-What are ,you ?-A the territory h~re is carried out to a very ~ull
fruit-grower.
.'
.
degree, and it is different whe.re men are holdmg
12687. Are you living near this district!-Yes. the land out of use1-Yes.
,
12688. How muoh land have you ~-WIth my
12700. By Mr. Waot·de.-Is it all under cultivason I have close on 200 acres.
tion 1-Weare constantly increasing our areas.
1'2689. Is it all under fruit1-No, there is
12701., What proportion of the land is not
some under crop.
.
planted at the present time,. but is fit for: plant12690. Have you any particular subject that ing 1-[Plan produced, shOWing areas ut~l~zed for
you would like to speak on 1-No; I have ~eard cliff erent purposes.]
all the previous evidence, ~nd the .concluslOn I
12702. By the Chairman.-As far as this terrihave come to is that there IS very httle mor~ to
tory
is, concerned, then, it would app~ar tha~,
My~
I am nerfectly satisfied. They have gIven
all the evidence neoessary, and I cannot see that roughly, three-fourths of that land IS under
.
there is anything more to add on the matter, .al- orchard to-day, where it is fit for it1-Yes..
. 12703. What is your opinion as ~o the quant~ty
though I ",ill be pleased to answer any questlOn
of land that is fit for orchard plantmg, and WhlCh
.
you may put to m e . '
12691: By 1111'. ilfitchell.-eeeing that ~here IS is being used for that purpose 1-1 think the stateso much of an increase in the area, of ~rUl~ trees ment made by the Chairman is practically correct.
planted of 'ree.ent years, do you thmk It wdl ~'., I shouldsav that three-fp;u,rths of it is planted,
come a necesSIty to have a cannery here 1-It .IS and one-fourth (}fl not. . .
12704. By the Chairman.-What· do you pay
possible that it may. We did make.a venture m
for
water rates 1-Five shillings per acre-foot,
that direction once, some fifteen or eIghteen yea~
. ago, and started a factory. of our own, but It and we also pay for excess water if we use more
.' became suoh an absolu,te faIlure that we h~~e than that .
1217:05. Have you got plenty <;>f wateJ' h~;-~~..,..
·felt rather chary ever sl¥ce' '~bout doin~ anythlng
.
in the ma.ttef of ~annenes Sl1+C~ then. Whether Well, Dot t4i.s year, .

By
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12706. Can you tell us anything that would
improve your prospects of getting' water in the
dry season 1-N0; the Commissioners are promising us a further supply from the Sugarloaf
scheme. Up till this year we have always had
plenty of water; but the irrigation area is being
extended in different parts of the colony, and they
are using more water now than before. "Ve were
in the happy position originally, until the areas
were extended, of getting as much water as we
required under any circumstances.
The area
that has now to be supplied by the Commissioners
is so extensive that possibly we may have to [un
short and take less than what we really require.
12707. In connexion with the levees constructed
between here and Shepparton, would the reconstruction be any good for the purpose of holding
up the wated-No.
12708. That was a dead waste of money, then 1
-Yes.
12709. Is all the land shown on this plan within
'an area that could be served by irrigation 7-So
fas as I can say, all of that. white land could be
served by irrigation.
The witness withdrew.
lnqui.ry adjourned.

(Taken at Shepparton.)
FRIDAY, 28TH MAY, 1915.

Present:
Mr. PRENDERGAST,
Mr. Hogan
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Rouget

III

the Chair;
Mr. Snowball
Mr. Warde.

Cha.r1e,s John Nash, sworn and examined.
12710. By the Ghainna.n.-What are you 7-A
fruit.grower.
12711. Where do you reside 1-In the Sheppar·
ton district, about 4~ miles or 5 miles out. Formerly I lived about 8 miles from Dookie. I was
there for about ten years befoTe I came on the
Shepparton irrigated areas.
12712. How much land have you ?-':Thirty-four
acres.
12713. Is it all under orchard 7-1 have 30
acres planted with fruit trees and 4 acres under
lucerne.
12714. Is that all the hind you have7-Yes.
12715. What fruits are you growing7-I have
4 acres of oranges, 12 acres of vines, and the rest
is under peaches and plums. .
12716. I suppose you understand that this
Commission is for the purpose of inquiring into
and reporting upon all matters relating to the
production, packing, marke,ting, distribution, and
preservation, storage, and prices of fruit and vegetables. Can you volunteer any st!ltements on any
of those matters ~-Yes. I would like to say that
the possibilities for the production of all kinds of
stone, fruits, citrus fruits, and grapes in the Shepparton irrigation areas are enormous. I e~timate
that ·there will be approximately 3,000 acres unde'r
fruit trees and vines by the end of the present
planting season, wh~h, at the low estimate Qf
two cases of fruit. to the tree, should return in
five years' time 600,000 cases of fruit pel' annum.
I am confipent that if an assured market can be
-obtained abroad for our .products, the aiea will

be further increased till it embraces two-thirds or
mQre of the present irrigatilJn area. There is not
the slightest doubt in my mind but that all these
fruits· can be produced in this district by thousands of tons a year, and if the market is made
available by increased storage, I expect to find
the area under fruit products increased in ten
years to 10,000 acres. The present area under
vines is: only 145 acres for the whole district. I
think there is plenty of room for expansion in this
industry. All kinds of grapes thrive here and
bear heavy crops. The quality is fully equal to
the best produced. In the drying varieties we
can produce a sample that will compare favorably
with the best produced anywhere in Victoria j it
is only a matter of applying the right methods of
treatment in the cultivation a~d drying.
12717. Is there anything else ~-Yes; I think
one of the first duties' of the Government in connaxian with the irrigated areas is to find markets
for the fruit. They should expl{lit foreign fields,
because there is going to he an enormous production of fruit, and I think the Govemment should
take time by the fore.Iock, and look ahead. The
peorle are b'eing asked to go on these small areas,
and devote their energies to fruit growing. That
is quite right, but I maintain that the Govern·
ment should either subsidize· a cannery Qr establish one here themselves hefore all this fruit is
in bea.ring. Personally, I would sooner see a subsidized private company run it than a Government concern. When we have the stuff canned
and dried, it need not be placed upon the market
immediately, but. we will have the markets of the
world at our disposal. The most important thing
of any, to my mind, is to get the thing going now,
and find the markets for our fruit that will certainly be produced on these irrigation areas. We
can grow the stuff all right if the market can be
found.
12718. Do you think the proposition you mention could be carried out by co-o.peration amongst
yourselves 1-Yes, certainly by co.operation.
12719. Have you tried any co-operative effort 7
~No.
\Ve, are mooting a scheme now for cooperation, and I think it· would be a very geod
idea for the Government to subsidize any concern we might get going to deal with the fruits
by canning them. They are mostly canning
varieties of fruits planted here. These are the
areas that were supplied to me by the engineer
for the distric!:', Mr. Neville. This represents the
areas planted and which will be planted this
year:Acres.
Peaches
800
Apricots
498
Pears
336
Vines
145
Citrus fruits
138
Assorted or mixed fruits
39
Total

1,956

12720. What do you think would suit this 111dustrv best in the way of assistallce 1-1 think
the Government ought to look out and find foreign markets for wha,t is going to be an enormous
over-production for. the Commonwealth.
12721. How should we look out?-No doubt
there are various ways. They could send business men abroad to exploit the markets of the
world with samples. There will be sufficient nroduced on this settlemtlnt this year to send those
samples if they '3'~re:i~uired.
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12722. But what would you do with youi· fresh
12738. Y 011 think it- is the duty of .all the
fruits, such as, peaches, apricots, and pears, or people to try and mall;e the business suceessful
even grapes?-W e sl!Ould send them away in a by not only using this market, but also the other
canned state.
markets~-"':'Yes. .
12723. Can you suggest any. means .whereby you
12739. We sent agents to the East at one time,
could send fresh fruit abroad-such as pre-cooling but they were not successful
they were not,
them, or treating them in any way?-No. I do but perhaps you did not send the right class of
not know much about prc-cooliug, but if that men.
could be made successful, there would be an enor12740.. By Mr. lVarae.-Have you an association
mous field open to us.
here ~-We have a fruit-growers association which
12724. Do yon think pre-cooling is advisable in represents mostly the fruit-growing industry.
the city or on the farm ~-,Ve think it should be
12741. Have they considered the advisability
done where the fruit is produced.
of erecting cool stores for the disposal of your
12725. You have not taken advantage of the surplus ?-N0; we have not been in existence very
Goverument proposition to ~rect 'cool stores, as long.
they have done at Doncaster, Diamond Creek, and
12742. I suppose you are aware that the Goelsewhere. There, stores have been erected, and vernment has been advancing money to fruitthe growers are charged 1i'd. to 3d. per case for growers in different parts of ¥ictoria for the
storage, according to the period ?-N0; the pro-- purpose of erecting cool stores, and the people
duction here has been mostly in soft fruits. I
are allowed to pay that off over a long period,
have been told that they will keep under' cool and at a low rate of interest?-Yes.
storage, but that after you take them out they
12743. If you think a cool store will be of such
deteriorate very rapidly.
advantage to you, do you not consider it advisable
12726. That is a matter for the chemists, alid for your association to proceed on the same lines
some say that if certain couditions are provided as other fruit-growers have done ?-1Vell, I do
they can do away with thad-vVell, if they can, not think that cool storage with soft fruit is a
the problem is solved.
success
is in the experimental stage; but
12727. Do you think there would be any de- if it can be done successfully we should get the
mand amongst the orchardists of this district for facilities provided.
cool storage to be supplied, seeing that they could
12744. Then you do not think it is a safe risk
get the advantages of cold storage whenever there for you fruit-growers to take on?
~ 0, it is
was the likelihood of an immense glut in the mar- doubtful. .
ket ?-Yes; the soft fruit could be held over for,
12745. Then would you think it was 'advisable
say, a week, but I do not know about any longer for the Government to take it on-would that be
period without the cool storage, but, of course, fair ?-It was a cannery that I meutioned when
witll thn 1:001 stores we could hold it over indefi- I spoke of Government I3.ssistance. The cool
nitely, although I am told the fruit deteriorates stores would be very good for some kinds of fruit,
rapidly when it comes out. Of course, we might such as pears, but for peaches I do 110t think it
yet produce a. variety of peach that ,yill stand would be adv"isable to hold them for more than
cold storage, and we would be able to send it to a few weeks.
12746. T.here are a large number of pears grown
other parts of the world in a good condition.
12728. How do your pears keep here?-Very here ?-Yes.
12747. Then would not a cool store be adwell.
12729. Are you troublea here. with any new visable for the purpose of keeping those pears
forms of disease ?-N 0; we have very few diseases here~-Yes.
with'-pears. They are hardy, and they will thrive
127 48. Your association so far has not· conin land that will nut grow other stuff.
.
sidered the advisability of doing that?-N o.
12730. Do you say that other markets should
12749. Then it is not an urgent wanH-Well,
be fo.und for you?-Yes.
. our stuff is not all in bearing yet, and we are
12731. You would suggest that commercial taking time by the forelock. 1£ost of the trees
ageuts should be sent round to look for these mar- were planted last season or a few seasons before.
kets for the fruit-growers of Australia
12750. If you think it is a necessity that there
12732. Do you think the growers would be pre- should be a cool store here, do you 110t think it
pared to contribute towards the cost of that?- would be advisable for your association to take
,Ven, I am not a'uthmized to speak for them.
time by the forelock and prepare for it?-Yes.
12733. But do you think it would be a fair,
12751. Then do you t~link you &hould avail
thing to do?-Yes, I do, on a pro mta basis.
yourself of the Act which is in force, giving you
12734. You think that commercial agents should power to erect those places and take the respollbe sent round for establishing markets everywhere? sibility yourself 1-Yes.
-Yes.
12752. By the Chairman.-If the postal facili12735. There is an immense Home market not ties were extended so that payment co,uld be sent
yet exploited?-Yes, and I am decidedly in favour direct to you for a case of fruit by a customer in
of exploiting the British Empire first, beforc we any part of the State, do you think the grading
go outside it.
of the fTuit by the different growers could be
12736. We have a very large consuming ca- made to one standard in regard, tD weight and
pacity in Australia, and I think that is not yet size and colour, in order .to give the public confidence
. it could he done here when there is
exploited ?-Yes.
.
1273'7. What would YOll suggest in that direc- a sufficient quantity in hearing. \Ve could send
tion, because we cannot go to the American mar-' an absolutely even grade. Our soil here ~s so
kets, for ill stance, to exploit' them, because they well adapted to fruit-growing, and it has the
are producing for themselves?-Well, there is the same texture throughout, and the f~uit woul~ be
English market. We should do the British Em- of the same quality throughout, WIth the rIght
.
pire first. I cannot say what markets there would methods of cultivation.
12753. But one man might have 100 acres in
be available-that would be for business men to
find out. and the men we would send round could' one portion of the dist~ict. and he may recei~~"J
a request from a person III town to send. down' five
do that.
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cases of fruit, and another grower in another part
of the district may receive a similar request.
Each one sends his fruit· down-would the standard be the same in each case ~-Well, it depends
to an extent on the age of the fruit trees, a~d ~he
kind of trees, alld also. the soil they are growmg lll.
12754. But you th~k you could stand~rdize the
supply in order to gIVe reasonable secunty to the
buyed-Yes,
could. guarantee. g;ood sou~d
solid fruit. There are dIfferent quahtles of frUIt,
of cour~, according to the different textures of
the soiL
12755: In America they send supplies by post
in a very general manner, but the postal delivery
in that respect must be more punctual than here 1
-Yes.
12756. With an improvement of the Post Office
here, do you think .that the trade could be extended in that direction 1-Yes.
12757. Do you think that would be an advantage1-Yes.
12758, Have you had any experience at Mildura 1-Yes; I w:as there f·rom May, 1892, to
-November, 1896.
12759. What fruits were you growing there 1I was just gaining experience there. I did own
a block there, but, owing to the financial cnSlS,
and the fact that I was young, I never planted
the land. I sold it afterwards.
12760. Do you think that fruit-growing is more
profitable at Mildura than here1-No; I maintain that we could do better than at Mildura, or
at least equillly as well.
12761. In regard to oranges1-Yes; on what
little I have done in that direction, I think so.
lf you geit the citrus fruits here on the right
class of soil, you can produce astounding results.
12762. Is there muohof that soil here?-Yes;
I should say 30 per cent, of the whole settlement.
12763. What soil do you need for_ oranges 1You need a deep sandy loam, but not too deep
before you strike the subsoiL
12764. What kind of soil do you need. for sultanas ?-TheJ. thrive best on a sandy surface; with
more of a red-clay marley sub-soil down below.
12765. You reckon that this dist,rict is just as
good as Mildura for any of the fruits 1-Yes.
12766. What kind of oranges would be most
profitable in this district 1-The Washington
Navel, or the Mediterranean Sweet. The late
Valencia also does well here.
12767. In what period would the Washington
Navel bear fruit 7-Well, with a five-year-old tree
I ha.ve had three cases of fruit, and I have taken
five cases from a tree seven years old. Of cou:r;se,
you might have two different types in two different blocks, and' t)ley may not bear equally.
Citrus growing is an indust,ry in itself-you must
make a study of it.
12768. There is a good deal of difference in
the time of ripening between the Valencias and
the Washington Navels1-Yes, the Valencia is a
late orange.
12769. In growing those two varieties you
would pretty well get oranges all the year round 1 '
--Yes, I think I would be in favour of growing
tfue Mediterranean Sweet in that respect, because
it would be earlier than the Washington Nave.!.
12770. Those three are the principal kinds on
the market 1-Yes, but there are not many Mediterranean Sweets planted here yet; we are just
commencing.
.
12771. By 111'1'. Warde.-Would those three
varieties provide oranges all the year round 1Under cool storag~ they would.
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12772. By . the Chai1'man.-But just taking
them from the trees, they would provide them for
about six or eight months in bhe yesr1-Yes.
12773. In connexion with grapes, how do you
.find sultanas here 1-They do very well.
12774. What grape would you use for th'em 1The sultana grape.
12775. But what other grape ao you use for
drying 7-Well, I have dried the Gordo Bla~co.
12776. Have you ever tried' the Doradilla 1No, it is not suitable for drying.
12777. Have you ever tried. the Ohanez grape 1
-Yes, that is an export grape, but it is not suitable for drying. I have about one acre planted
with Ohanez grapes, and I also have the Flame
Torkay and the Purple Cornichon. It. was on
Mr. Castella's advice that I went on WIth those
Ohanez grapes.
12778. Have you any Doradillas growing 7No.
12779. At Mildura I am told they are rooting
out the Doradillas and restrictions are placed on
them by the Aust;aHan Dried Fruits Association.
The bulk of bhem are going into the distilleries
up there7-Yes, that is what they grow them
for.
12780. Have you any currants planted here 7Yes.
12781. What kind 7-The Zante currants.
12782. Are they profitable?-Yes; this is a
photograph showing the currants on a three-ye,arold vine grown from American stock, and you will
see. that they are bearing very prolifically.
12783. Are many others here following your
example in this respect 1-Yes, I:.nere must he
about one hundred.
12784. Do you have plenty of water here 1Well, we have not had enough this year.
12785. Is extra provision being made in consequence of the scarcity this year ?-Yes, I hope
they are doing so.'
'
12786. Bul:! they 'ought to be very careful not
to over-plant these areas, which mig~t cause a
scarcity ill an ordinary season ~-Yes, that is the
point that we desire to bring under notice; they
should not extend the areas until *ey are quite
sure of the water. As Mr. Mead said at his
farewell banquet here, they could not make provision for an exceptional year, which might only
come once in 40 years, because it would be too
expensive to the growers to make such a storage
to hold water for one abnormal year. They must
give and take a bit. A year like this one might
not occur again in 40 years. On that point I
may· say that I consider the Shepparton district
should have. a two-acre-feet water-right.
12787. In Mildura they have packing-houses
for packing all the fruit, and that results in the
standard being the same?-Yes.
12788. They bring the fruit 1n in bulk in
waggon loads, and at the· packing-house they
grade it and pack it, and the result is that the
'grading is better 1-Yes.
12789. Here each grower packs his. own fruit 1
-Yes, but the other will come in time, I think.
It will have to be done, because we cannot do
without it.
12790. In America they adopt another practice
-they send batches of men around from one
orchard to another, and they grade the fruit in
each place. Do you think something in that line
on a co-operative basis would' be of advantage
here ?-I cannot S3.y, because our conditions are so
different. \Ve have fruit ot various sizes on the
one tree.

